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Some of our Opposition editorshave favor
LIGHT HOUSES.
The National Journal of Saturday remarks,
ed us with their _opinions
arrayed
.
. -in- -a | By an act passed at the last session of Con- that from the commencement of the present i,Jnt.ScOt)anYr<'ccntly< aMrs- news.-arid
dramatic dress. W
Were we disposed to gress, the Secretary of the Treasury is au- ( Administration, until the arrival of Mr. Rush i
? daaghters, gave a party on her hunJAMES K. REMICH,
follow their
7 Y example.
“-P!6’ we co«kl not be at a thorised to build the following additional I from England, Mr. Southard performed all dref.th birth day. One of her daughters was
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
1 \ F r and o^feunistances admirably light houses, Light Vessels, and erect Bea- the duties of Secretary of the Treasury, iSAhe ?her/°;.r 1
earnestly hoped for
caicu ated for that kind of composition, cons and place Buoys.
and states at the present moment he is act the prolonged life of their mother, because
ror the present, we content ourselves with
inl4<liransJ DEFERRED ARTICLES.
they
would
be
thought
old
when she was aIn Maine, a Light House, at Dice’s head.
quoting, from the National Advocate, the I In Massachusetts, a Light House on ing in the double capacity of head of the War
as
well
as
the
Navy
department.
Moreover,
following sketch in illustration :
i Nobsque Point, one at the entrance of Ed- the President has referred to him the execu
fe
¿Extract from a refort made by the. Secret aDolland of London is constructing an Ach
gartown Harbor, and one upon Dum'pling tion of the law for erecting a Breakwater in
DIALOGUE. ,
fos. Norris. I
flf State to -the President of the U. S.
romatic I'elescope bavffigafocal distance ®f
rock,
near
the
mouth
of
Aponeganset
river.
°
DRAMATIS PERSONAE.
the Delaware. It is mentioned, besides, by
{ofTownshhV’
Department of State,
7
In Rhode-Island, a Light House, on Nayat the Journal, that Mr. Southward receives no fen feet, and an aperture of five inches; it
M!1.-———, the only Jackson man in the
aanent,
? „
Washington, June 3d, 1828. J
Point—one Pyramid or Spindle on a reef of additional compensation for these extra ser wdi a Jord a most commanding and magnifi
town
of
******
and
\Ve.
cent view of the planets. It is said to be in
alf of Towns’l v The SeGretary of State having been di
rocks under water, opposite to Pawtucket,
rected by the President to report the objects Scene.— The printing office—devil employ and one, on a reef of rocks opposite .to Pun vices. Great credit should be allowed to tended for a gift to Yale College, by some
ed
in
his
usual
avocation
of^
kicking
up
a
that gentleman for the’ spirit with which he
■ Jo 7thram.iT which the expenditure has been applied,
Rock, in the northern part of Narra- has accepted such tasks, and his efficient and spirited’individual of Connecticut.
dustP Two presses in operation, attended ham
‘'Wfiuringthe years 1825. 1826, 1827, ofthatporganset Bay.
A party of about 1000 Creeks, has been
by.
a
noise
like
that
made
by
a
carding
ma~
enlightened
diligence in the performance of
Norris
the Contingent Fund for Foreign InIn Connecticut, a Beacon Light on oi near every duty; but it seems to us that he and. i collected to emigrate to the Arkansas.
chine.
5in4tK Wrc°urse, which has been audited at the
Spindle Rock, at the mouth of Black' Rock the President are toonice as to the point
of j A supplement to the Address of Mr. Clay
,---------Jacksonian.—I say, Mister, you got our pa harbor.
■p it
in conformity with the third secadditional
For^-rz/vz services [ Published in December
last, Will
will be
issued
...... compensation..
A
/uuvhium lasi,
oe ISSUC'd
/g-b,
Jfoo cf the act of the first May, 1810, enti- pers ground out yet ?
I In New York, two small light houses ; c...
one he is ^entitled to extra pay. It is idle to at- j to-day, containing further evidence in refu‘ ’ lu7thmy^d/\An aat fixing the compensation of , Editor.—They qre in readiness. Sir ; boy, | on the fiats 2 miles north of Kidder Hook,
Inc l
ijbchiic Ministersrmd consuls
rcsiumg on the
tr
onsuls resfoidg
nanc
Sei;ttieman the bundle directed to 1 upper landing called the Drowned 1 ands, tempt to be thus generous to the public, tation of the charges made against him by
fox, Every good citizen must wish to see official General Jackson.—National JoUrnal.
TCSV other
rith'i»»» purposes,"
nnmo.ai. ”
.
osepn & J. c o<t$t qf Barbary, and for
and one on the point of the L.Und,
the
J.—I’ll tell you what, Mister Printer. J west side of the channek^posd»e thie low Ci iäbüi’s fully regnited.--7V«i. Gaz.
’• L in 11-th
far as.those objects can now be disclosed to
In Perry, Pen. lately, two men killed at
c Monument
f-tblie, without prejudice to its interests, want to have a little talk with you about landing. And a light house at a propqr site
one den, 81 Rattle-snakes, One man killed
Six soldiers, it is now said, were shot at 1-, twisted together in one coil. Many hun
same ram d« -s the honor to submit the following state- Jackson and Adams. You’ve told some pret at or near Portland on Lake Erie*.
&,™'nient:—
ty dartr’d tough stories about the old General,
In Maryland, two light-houses, one on Plattsburg, last war, for desertion, by order dreds escaped from the den, during the at
to Joseph hW That there was exPended and audited, and I’ve had thoughts of stopping your pa Little Watt’s Island, at the south-eastern of Gen. Macomb, Jackson shot six, and so tack.
A regiment of Rattle-snakes would
hirs arerenr;Hreeably to the provisions of the above per, and taking the New Haven Herald.
extremity of langier Sound ; and the other they say the account is balanced. In one make fine music on a march. Wonder if
case
the
soldiers
were
regular
troops
who
E.—We are sorry to offend our subscri on Clay’s Island, at the northermost ex
hneTimk ^ntioned section, in the years
they sound an advance, retreat, 8cc.—Pal.
n«,*:
lg5.thesu.nof
S} .700 00
bers. Our remarks on the General’s char tremity of the same Sound , and a Beacon bad voluntarily enlisted. They had desert
Great fears are entertained for the safety
acter and conduct may have been somewhat light, or small light-house on Point Lookout, ed twice, (for none were executed for a single
desertion) and knew when they enlisted that of tne Leeds, one of the London packet-ships
severe, but we have endeavored to adhere to in the Chesapeak Bay.
of snstauiff
*
the trnfh on all occasion1-. We look upon
In Virginia, a light-’house on Smith’s Point, the rules and regulations made desertion a which sailed from-New-York April 1, with
t ie timber
^ahjng an aggregate of
$12,324 67
Gen. Jackson as a dauntless and successful at the mouth of the Potomac, in the Chesa capital, crime. In the other case, the six the Pacific and other ships which have arri
were drafted from their families to serve ved. She had $>200,000 in specie on board.
The whole of this sum was expended in soldier, but as entirely destitute of the requi peak Bay.
three months only—-at the end of three
I he Chanticleer, Capt. Fostqr, the Hecla,
'tbi vi e*^he foreign service oftheGovernment. The site qualifications for the Presidency ; be
In
North-Carolina,
a
Light-vessel,
to
be
months they took their packs with a few and Albatross, sailed from Portsmouth, May
residiietoljt^j^ of $1,700, part of it, was paid before the sides ———
substituted for the Light-house, heretofore days
4,
on
a voyage of discovery in the Pacific.
’provision, as is customary, and march
J.—-I don’t care a snap about his qualifica directed to be built at the Point of xVlarsh, at
purcbaserwitii^ommencement of the present Administraed home. They were unconscious of any vi
2ties payableijnjon, to wit; $700on the 4th January, 1825, tions; he is a better man than Adams, and the mouth of Neuse River.
Propelling Pudder.—A ma
olation of duty, or engagement.
s with interest®^ $1000 on the 11th February, 1825. ' Anoth- that’s enough. How you can support Adams,
chine of this name, formed by thin pieces of
A Beacon light, or small Light-house, at a
N.
H.
Sentinel.
isnips first herefejir part of it $8,325 67, was paid in conse- I can t see. Didn’t he pass the sedition laws proper site on Pamptico Point; and one at
metal, or elastic wood,x fastened to a strong
r 6 Hotel,oppusiiquence and in compensation of services ren- and stamp act? Answer me that.
rudder stock, and receiving a waving (scull
the south entrance of Roanoke Marshes,
E.
—
John
Adams
did
indeed
recommend
Publication
of
the
Laws.
—
When
we
no‘sta, on TH®[Jered under instruction's given by the last
ing motion from the tiller, -is advertised for
In Alabama, a light-house at or near
J?^,atiPo’ck[ulministration.— These services related to the enactment of what is termed the sedi Choctaw Point, in Mobile bay, and an iron t'c.ed that a bill had been reported, directing safe by Wm. Willis, at Charleston, with free
ing Townships
important interests ofthe U. States in tion law ; but I have never before heard that spindle on Stind Island, on the outei’ bar of the publication of the laws in one newspaper liberty trunake use of it for three years alin every county, and recommended that at tho’ patented by the inventor.
hick,s Hotel ¡u Jf/zf LEVANT, which were faithfrilly per- our present Chief Magistrate had any agen Mobile Bav.
HrA day deformed. Their duration was necessarily not cy in passing the stamp act, though I think
In rhe Territory cf Michigan, two light least two should be designated, we had not
Ripe Strawberries have been exhibited in
’clock, A.M. ’hort, and the only duty which devolved on the charge more reasonable than many oth houses ; one at Otter Creek Point, at the the least idea that the compensation to each
ES IRISH, Whe present Administration was that of fixing ers that have been preferred against him. head of Lake Erie, and the other on the printer was but-om? hundred dollars. We the New York market.
did not suppose it possible that three men
.12.1828,
and paying on the termination of them, the I fear, my friend, tfiat you have imbibed Island of Bois Blanc, near Michiiimacinac,
Sorttag is the German for Sunday, Thu^
___ __
Amount of a just compensation.— It would some erroneous notions respecting-_____ .
In the Territory of Florida, a Light House (of which number the select committee con- as her name indicates^ Mademoiselle Sontag
{
sisted)
could
be
found
in
the
House,
of
such
J.—You don’t deny that he made the sedi at the mouth of St, John’s River.
9______ 1 mot be proper to say more on that subject at
is not an every day woman.
tion laws, and ’taint much matter about
The Secretary is also authorised to regu-i htde a’nd penurious souls, as t‘> allow but one
The CREEK INDIANS, in Georgia, op
for
publishing
’
tother.
—
Now
let
me
ask
you
two
or
three
, The residue ofthe above aggregate of $12,late and fix the. salaries of the respective'
j--- ------ oflight
-r.ihouses in such manner as he ! ?? tbe !a\vs wiuci the Legislature either m posed to emigrating (5 or 6000) are said to be
bj
towife; the sum of 1500 was paid to more questions. Did’nt Adams hang a man keepers
’
i n
he ^ate Daniel P. Cook, Esq. for a confiden- ’cause he could’nt pay his debts ? Did’nt he '.-had deem
proper : Provided, The whole I, their wisdom or their folly, enact. But it is nearly in a state of starvation. They have
gOQd Mew Orlatiai service rendered the United States, in and Clay hire Toby Wattles to go to Ken  sum allowed shall not exceed an average of of a piece with their grant of ten thousand spent the money given them, and have no
tucky and ’sassinate Jackson?—And did’nt four hundred dallars to each keeper.
I'lie '. <-‘?^ars to the children of De Witt Clinton.— provisions.—-The whites around them are in
, ..
relation to the Island of CUBA.
d MewOrkart'
.
Jackson save Washington when Jeffersbn appropriation for erecting the Light House iI T wenty thousand of the souls of such men dread of the consequences of their despera
[ could dance on the point of a cambric needle, tion.
ugar;
in this State is $5000.— Gazette of Maine.
The President of the United States has ran away in the continental war ?
and there would be elbow room enough for
Flour;
E.
—
I
hardly
know
how
to
reply
to
you.
The Greenville, S. C. Republican states
recognized the following public officers :
them all.—Albany Daily Adv.
eed Oil
J.-—Aye. I thought I ’’should
that while corn may be had there for twenty
For the King of Netherlands.—Thomas
T
he
S
ublime
.
—
An
eminent
auctioneer,
puzzle you. You can’t dispute what I have
ork;
[Printers in this State are allowed twelve cents the bushel, it is selling at Columbus,
Thaxur, Vice Consul for Salem, Mass.
said, for I read it all in a ’dress made by Mr. not far from Great Whelnethan, in selling a dollars ior publishing the Laws of tbe State. Ga. for ^2 50, at Montgomery, Ala. at
50 ;
Samuel Wright, Consul for Savannah.
windmill by auction the other day, by way
Scremer,
Governor
of
Pennsylvania.
. Bar Lead;
and in the Indian Nation at 50 cents a quart,
Peter Laidlaw, Consul for New-Orleans.
of recommendation, observed.—“ The mill
E.
—
Your
zeal
for
the
General
seems
to
to travellers.
.. Corn;
Charles J. Cazenow, Consul for Boston.
led you into some chronological and is seated upon the summit of a beautiful
/ezzee.”—This phrase, says the
&c.
P. G. Lichleitner, Consul for Annapolis. | have
eminence, towering beyond obstruction ; she [Newark,
Mr. Edward C. GaJpin, aged 22 years, was
N.J. Sentinel,
it is
thought
by aJ
historical errors.
I
..
*•
.
'
u
._
.
Bohi Bohlen, Consul at Philadelphia.
L’ienH venerable
vpnprable in years and well acquaint- drowned by the upsetting of a boat in Con| J--I don’t care nothing abdut errors. All opens her nostrils at the atmosphere, and !■ friend,
Lewis Trapman, Consul of Bremen, for
while she inhales the breeze, be revoiv.iTsg ■
w(tl{ the history
"'■■y of the revolutionary war
war--,-, nectlcnt river, opposite MiddfetowtJ, on the
II know is, General Jackson is the Hero of powers,
good Wllltthsrlestoa. S. C. '
at an immeasurable rate, wheel the >i hnd
’
had its rorigin
from the circumstance, that in ? th inst. He had hot sufficient presence of
three
wars,
and that he has filled his
lort, May Hth,IMJames Baker, British Consul for East and country’s glory full; and that Adams is an wealth into the coffers of her possessor
“ olden times” it was common to Fold town- mipd to cling to the boat until his compan
-------------- West Florida.
i meeting
meetings out of doors, instead of in buildings ions swam to the shore to get assistance, but
old democrat—not a bit better than Tom
17" JO III Frederick Augustus Mench, Consul for the Jefferson. There ain’t nobody in our town
Deranged Family. 1The papers. a few I as now a days. At these meetings people attempted to follow them.
Ol Wo IllDuke Saxe Weimer, to reside in New-York.
.cc.a family, in ! frequently sat upon the fences, and when
-------- of
but me that’s got spunk enough to go for weeks ago, noticed an account
The New-York Greek committee have
the interior of Pennsylvania, which ^addenly called upon to vote, would get down and
G. WN Judicial Ofiniens. The Supreme Judicial I Jackson : but I mean to do as Mr. Randolph became insane. A late French pdper fur take sides.—<T hose, however, who were in expectation of being able to .send another
does, “cry aloud and spare not,”
vessel to Greece about the 20th of July.
e, at a discountiCourtof New-Hampshire, in compliance to
nishes a similar case which occurred in one different t<? the question, would remain on
PicP-Pockets.—'Mr. Zebedee Cook, Jr. of
iEBECK BAMan order of the House, has given the followof the Communes. Every member of the the fence, or not shift their position until
“ Hurrah for Jackson.”—There is So family suddenly became deranged in mind, they saw which side was the strongest. this city and Mr. Thomas J. Randolph of
fE. T. Warren, ing opinions:
Virginia, were robbed of their pocket-books
aqnantitvof
L That the Legislature has not a consti- much more pleasantry than politics in the and offered personal violence to the village Hence the phrase “on the fence.”
following article from the New-York Morn
on the 10th inst. on board the steamer from
i ET flllR tutional right to impose a tax upon a partic- ing
priest
while
he
was
discharging
his
duties
at
Courier—the joke so out weighs the the altar.
Frenchtown to Baltimore. They had only
fLUlk u|a? unincorporated place, for the purpose of
Jacksonism
—
that
our
right
worthy
cousin
Gunning, a Presidential Qualification.
i funds for their travelling expenses in them,
Ver CORN, making a road in such place, or for any other
Stone
himself
must
have
laughed
at
it.
In

"t
he
Essex
Jackson
address,
in
the
Boston
about $100 each.
Bos. Pat.
purpose.
An editor in one of the country towns in
/ItlY.
2. That the Legislature has not a consti deed, the story might have been converted the Western States, makes a most strange Statesman, makes It a serious objection to
Sfiorting.—.\ small hunting party in Windinto
a
capital
burlesque
upon
some
of
the
Mr.
Adams,
that
hé
never
so
rtnich
as
shot
a
tutional right to impose a tax upon a particparty-parrots of the day, who sing on all apology for the non-appearance of his paper, partridge ! The same address asserts, that ham, N. H. on Wednesday, of last week,
—— - -ujar unincorporated town for any such puroccasions and under every circumstance,’the on the regular day of publication, which we the office of President was designed by the killed the following game :—999 Squirrels ; 7
¡Vnfipp pose.
Hawks; 10 Crows; 6 Owls ;5 Woodchucks.
give in his own words :—“ I feel ashamed to
itvuv
That the Legislature has a constitu- same eternal, monotonous narcotic strain own thé fact, but “ murder will out.” The Constitution expressly for a state of war,
taught
them
by
their
masters
;
and
never
and
that
we
do
not
want
a
President
in
time
Extraordinary Births—The wife of Mr.
'en that the SiifeOnal right, by a special act, to authorize the
plain reason was, my readers, that my dear
all the Waste guardian of a minor to sell the real estate of think to change it, nor ever could if they wife said I must stay at home and take care of peace. It further says, that the President, Wm. York, of Exeter, N. H. on Monday
would.—Bulletin.
in case of war, ought to command the army, morning last: presented him with three fine
during the ereihis ward.
Flying Patriot.—We copy the follow of the children, while she went to Camp navy, and militia, in person, and should not boys, of equal size, weighing together, 19J
in this place, aiii
———----- ——
Meeting,
and
as
I
am
a
peace
making
sort
delegate
the authority, Of course, he must pounds, which are likely to do well.
g any chips from t The case of John „Baker.—Neilson’s ing advertisement from yesterday’s Enquir of a man I did as I was bid, which is the only be in three
places, and at sea and on land, at
JOHPQuebec Gazette, of the 29th ult. contains the er.
The Charter of the WinthPofi Bank,v&
“ Flew away, on Friday the 6th. inst. a Par apology 1 have to make.”—Alas, poor Edit thé same time. For what meridian of idiocy
following paragraph :—
Maine, hafe, we believe, been revoked by the
ors ! Work night and day-—be scolded at by
—-—-—-7 We published on Monday, the charges rot, with red feathers on the throat, that of every body—prosecuted for libels—challen is this address designed ?—Prov, American. Legislature of that State. Its bills, there
11 liluiivw«ip1|ea^ed verdiet
in the case of Baker. He ten says quite distinctly, “ Hurrah for Jackfore, ought not now to have currency. Per
to fight duels, and finally toAr care of the
t|iat he was an American citizen, son !” A suitable reward will be given for ged
- STORM AT RICHMOND, VA.
haps it may profit some reader to bear this
children.—This is too much.
M - na|jand that the court had no jurisdiction. It is returning the bird to the owner, at 29 Wall
On
the
7th
inst.
P.
M.
a
violent
gust
of
in mind.—Statesman.
Prov.
Lit.
Cadet.
street.
”
ds iviapje,
whether under all circumstances,
wind from N. W. with lightning and rain
Yesterday afternoon we were much sur
,
i n kBAKythe authorities of New Brunswick have actU. S. Arsenal.*—.The corner stone of the
took place at Richmond, during which sev
The
Mint.
—
r
Y\\o.
coinage
at
the
U.
S'.
prised
to
hear
the
shout
“
Hurrah
for
JackrCTfeu nnnWFUled ”in th-s case Wlth pvudence. It is probable
eral houses were unroofed and chimnies, sta Arsenal in this town was laid yesterday.
UGH.W (that the State of Maine, whatever the gen- son •” proceeding fram the office of our friend Mint, last year was, in gold, $131,565 00; bles, sheds apd fences blown down ; among
Augusta Jour, of lot'i inst.
___ [feral government may do, will recognize Ba- Stone. On examination we saw Poll perch silver $269,200 00; copper, $21, 910 32.— the chimnies'were two at the Eagle tavern.
your stefs,—On Wednesday morn
-T----- j
ker’s title to the rights of American citizen- ed on the window still, ogling the Colonel total $3,022,675 32. The aggregate of coin The Violence of the storm was of about 15 ingMind
a man employed in the distillery in this
of the Mint, is
sh5P’ and verY probably his punishment will most uxoriously and evidently determined to age since the establishment
which period the minutes duration. The maintopmast of the town fell into one of the vats, whith was
b O'vi'vv» jncrease the excitement already high on the bring him over to the good cause. The Co $30,525,138,28 ; within
Potomac
was
slightly
injured
by
lightning.
nearly empty. Aware of the danger of his
lonel was in an attitude of defence, making nett amount chargeable to the Mint, viz : for
iber hams’*’? question of the disputed boundary. What divers desperate pushes at Poll,and exclaim lands, buildings, machinery, &c. is $528,470situation, he sprung on his feet as soon as
HEAVY STORM.
seers of I«*» measures that State may take on the matter
possible, and cried loudly for help ; but the
ing loudly, “Go away, d—n you !” “Hur 49. The-annual cost of the British Mint is
remains
to
be
seen.
Upon
the
whofe,
it
On
Friday,
the
29th
ult.
there
was
At
Cla

ie supporter all J
gass he had inhaled at the bottom of the
rah for Jackson !” said Poll : “ Goto thun said to exceed twenty millions.
verack, a very sudden and heavy fall of rain. vat, or the less dense part of it at the height
I town forthecuni would have been better to have applied to der!” said Stowe/ Bloodshed was prevented
the American government before the trial,
The
firm
of
Asa
Martin,
Esq.
was
literally
his head, soon overcame him, and he fell
•eby for&i» ■and to have urged the necessity of his being by the interference of the Police-— - Hays
„ , Racf.—The Emerald .and Only Daughter inundated, the hills were covered with water of
ng any of said^
He was hooked out in about five
__... ......
............
from
Whitehall yesterda-v iumming, at nearly a foot deep. In its course it carried prostrate.
punished, for creating difficulties on disputed seized the culprit, and carried her off; ad : sailed
minutes,
nearly lifeless, but he was relieved
:ing those persons* territory. The New Brunswick Court have Broadway heard the shout “, Hurrah for! Il mir.foc
minute bcfT
beforec 11 o
c’clock.
Jfo.k. T he E. reiurn- with h rocks, stones and sand, burying wag by medical
assistance.
ib.
ecial agreeijeaJ virtually assumed that the territory. was Jackson I” ias Poll travelled to the City Hall, ed at 26 minutes past 3 o’clock, and the O.
ons and lumber, and filling up baildings be
iers)asl's«t British, which the Americans deny, and “ Darn that
'♦ ’bird
-rd !! ” said a Jonathan, from D. 22 minutes before 4 o’clock. 'The E. low.—N. York Gaz.
Fatal Accident.—On Monday morning last
er this daj which the English Government certainly Nantucket—v Hurrah for Jackson !” said passed the Buov 10 minutes past 2 o’clock—
Mr. Seth Pitts Philbrook, of Fairfield, aged
On being presented to Justice Hof son,' the O. D. 17 minutes past? o’clock—The
OSIAS
claim, but while they consent to tr®at of it 4-Poll.
MURDER.
—
In
a
fight
near
Baltimore
on
23 years, while employed in sawing shingles
V» «a
iVi rim w no
nf io xrnnv r\.. r». .-i
:
na
"1
\
it ought not, in matters which involve the the first inquiry was, “ What is your name !• i Qistance by survey
34 miles bota ways-— Tuesday evening last, between two negroes with a circular saw, became some way en
II persons I question
H'w Poll.
*
J V bat I A he boats beat the whole distance down with in Potters-st. one of them, inflicted a deep tangled in the machinery, fell against the
to be infringed without the consent “ Hurrah for Jackson I” said
¡sting Martha J
do you do for a living !” ‘“ "
Hurrah for Jack-! the current, and returned before the wind wound upon the other with a knife, which saw, and nearly cut in two. He nevertheless
of all parties.
son !” Nothing else could he
of Lo
her
Iw get out of
r ., i agahlst the cuvrent.—N. Y. Daily Adv.
„ell.on accotj
caused his immediate death. The offender ran more than fifty feet, where he fell apd
she was about being committed to Bridewell, :
_ __
expenses«»’
has been arrested, and will speedily be expired.
ib.
A gentleman in this city has received a when our neighbour of the Afe/ywirer entered |
terseryinon.-^
tetter
iaie
iy
Superscription,—A letter lately passed brought to trial for his offence.
copy of the Duke of Saxe Weimar’s Tomnaid.
bail
for
her
good
behaviour,
that
she
should
through
the
Newton-Stewart
post
t, , .
X.
V VI.
V, r. I
[JVCL office,
Accidents by Lightning.—On Thursday,
through the U.S. and Canada,in 1826, print keep the peace towards the people ofNew• the
. following
-- Mackerel Fishermen.—A little paragraph 5th inst. about 5 o’clock P. M. the lightning
address:
“. For the use
ed at Weimar the present year. It is in an York, and William L. Stone in particular.1bearing
, my
has
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travelling
the
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stating
that
o
cusin
billy,
who
is
Doctor
Whiteside
’
s
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imperial octavo volume, of about 700 pages,
Hurrah for „ackson said 1 oh, and away , labriretare sum whar in Ayr, carrit by Bar 110 Mackerel fishing vessels were anchored lins in Belgrade, and killed two cows and one
embellished with the portrait of the author, she
went.
I| ny O’ calagan,
.
•
.
.
.
coptoin o the prig an the Jes- in Newport harbor at one time.—In fishing steer standing near the same. In another
with correct views of tbe Capitol at Wash
[ sey, from Kirkcubrie, to th-^ Newton O seasons, we often see 3 to 400 vessels in this part of the same town, it struck the barn of
ington, of the Schuylkill water works near
The speech of Gov. Lincoln of Massachu- Stewart. Plase torn over.” What follows harbor, and deem it no great wonderment.
Calvin Stewart and killed three hogs.—ib.
>YthehW;ofj Philadelphia, the safety barges, on the
Gloucester Tel.
North River, &C. and several maps, includ- setts has been published. He devotes con- was written on the sealed side of the. letter :
A large and commodious Hotel has been
. r„i|«
UIl,.. ing those of the cities of N. York, Philadel- siderable attention to proposed internal irn- | Thunder and turf Billy did not my dull head
the first
erected at Bangor, recently. It has fifty bed
” you that Jude was after going
New- Ha mfishire Legislature.
TP-c O phia and Pittsburg. The work will proba- provements—-considers the rail road from forget to tell
Mr. Dow, of the New-Hampshire Legisla chambers and two large Halls.
1 fjiy 5e soon translated and published in this Boston to the Hudson river as certainly prac to be marrit yesterday.”
ture, introduced a resolution, that it is expe
country. In the list of subscribers, we ob ticable by one route, and mentions an act of j
The Young Men of Portland have appoint
the Legislature of New-York agreeing to I Suicides.—The New-York interior papers dient to provide by law, that there shall be ed Mr. Frederick Mellen to deliver a
serve all the monarchs of Europe.
make
the
road
from
the
Massachusetts
line
|
but
one
militia
muster
in
the
year.
On
mo

contain
an
unusual
number
of
suicides.
Mr.
N. Y. Mer. Adv.
Poem, on the Fourth of, July.
to the river whenever thè Eastern part shall ' James Cole, a respectable inhabitant of tion of Mr. Coues, the resolution was laid on
be made. He pays a compliment to the Cattskiil, N. V. drowned himself on the 8th the table.
We understand that Judge Preble will
James Allen, Esq. of this city, has made National Administration, rebukes the vio-,
Mr. Kent, has brought forward a proposi take passage in the first Racket for Eastport
a spirited effort and experiment, on the lence of party ; and speaks with eloquence [ inst.—Mr. Reuben Morton, of Athens, N. Y. tion to sell the U. S. 3 per cent, stock, be and proceed immediately for the Province of
quantity of matter which can be committed and deserved -severity of the threats ot a dis- [ aged 60 years, was found suspended bv the longing to this State, for the purpose of re New Brunswick on the business of his Agen
to memory, in strict perfection,, in a given solution of the Union which are occasionally I neck in a barn on the 5th inst.—-Mr. Oliver investing it in more profitable security. cy. He will be accompanied by John G.
time ; and is now able to repeat the con made by Hotspurs at the South. He says i Bingham, of Colden, N. Y. was found dead in We have reason to believe that the State Deane, Esq. the gentleman who’drew up
tents, in prose and poetry, of 1500 octavo pa the finances of the .state are in alow condi-! the woods near his residence on the 6th inst. can purchase stock in the State Banks at the Report to the last Legislature on the sub
ges, without the slightest variatiofffrom the tion, and recommends that measures be I —On the 9th inst. Mr. Jeremiah Foi an cl, of such a rate as will ensure six per cent, upon ject of the Northeastern Boundary.
Ghent, Columbia county, N. Y. a man 70
text.
Bus. ¿'al.
taken effectually to increase the public funds.1 years of age, hung himself with a skein of the investment.
Amer. Pat. of Saturday last.
¡sortine»! i
- Augusta. Journal.
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Public Dinners have been given’in iv.
less, but- generally destitute of information States to Members of Congress recentp
and of dignity, talking to each other and to
turned
home, and have teen numeronZ4
strangers about nothing but their private .
fended. Notice of some of them
PHILADELPHIA, JUNE 18.
squabbles,
bringing
accusations
against
each
BERLIN, MAY 4.
NOMINATIONS BY THE PEOPLE.
On Monday evening, between 6 and 7 o’ been taken ; and we have before u^re^
daily before the Turkish authorities,
We have received to day, from St. Peters- other
who make a traffic of their hatred* make clock,
(
four young men and two young women cotint of one given at Harrisburg,
burgh, the following official document:—
FOR PRESIDENT,
a small boat to cross the Delaware, from Messrs. Sargent and Lawrence, of(hi'?''1
them pay a.price for their animosities, and took
(
Manifesto of His Majesty the /‘.m/ieror.
disturb, by insults and violence, the most au- Snowden
;
’s wharf, near the Navy Yard to •which" as v/e think affords str^
JOHW QUINCY ADAMS,
“ By the Grace of God, we, Nicholas L. gust parts of their ceremonies. The holy Kaighn*s point. When within about two the sentiments expressed on thloccafiq
OF MASSACHUSETTS. ,
Emperor and Autocrat of all the Russias, places, too, are disfigured by shabby orna hundred yards of the Point wharf, some ot becoming extensive among the indepenL?
ments and building in bad taste.
Rome the party, who were seated in the bow of the Y7eomanry, and particularly the Germann’i! w
&c. &C.&C.
, , v ■
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
“ The Treaty of Bucharest, concluded in should be seen in all her pomp, but Jerusa boat became alarmed, and rushed towards ulation of the great Ktate of Pe;insV]vJl YorkRICHARD RUSH,
the year 1812, with the Ottoman Porte, af lem in all heF solitude; alone with pur the stern, when the boat suddenly sank. and will produce a result at the bali .tnCk
- OF PENNSYLVANIA.
ter having been for sixteen years the sub thoughts, we should wander through her Five or six boats immediately went to the boxes in November next, Very differentf- Sl
ject of reiterated disputes, now no longer ex fields, to reflect on the events that she brings assistance of the sufferers, and rescued three that which has been so confidently antiejn?
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE,
ists, in spite of all our exertions to maintain to mind ; it is then we overleap whole cen of them, viz; Wm. L. Wood, Solomon S. ed, we shall not omit. 'l'he‘ converts totk
SIMON NOWELL, 0/ Kennebunk fort.
it, and to preserve it from all attacks. I he turies and contemplate in the bare rock ol Cheston, and Daniel P. Garwood ; the re opinion, that the Cause of the present Adi
THOMAS FILLEBROWN, of Winthrop. Porte, not satisfied with having destroyed the manger, the cradle of Christ and of civiL maining three were drowned-—Banks 1 qm- istration is theCause of the Country are '
the basis of that treaty, now defies Russia ization, and in the stone of the Holy Sepul lin, and the two young ladies, Who were first coming numerous, and of the best son *
Judge Clarke presided at the diiinera«
DISTRICT ELECTORS.
and prepares to wage against her a bellumet chre, the emblem of every sacrifice, and an cousins, both named Deborah Budd. Banks
internationem—-.it summons its people, m a example of supporting every evil in the Tomlin, and One of the Misses Budd were to ed by Gen. Heister, and Daniel Krau.se d'
JOSEPH PRIME, for York District.
tinguished Representatives of the Get7
mass to arm -—accuses Russia of being its 11- hope of every blessing.”
be married this week.
LEVI HUBBARD, for Oxford.
Some pages further on, M. de Laborde
Another account says—They were all from Population of the State. On the healths
retoncileable enemy, and tramples under
JOSEPH SOUTHWICK,fov Kennebec. foot the Convention of Akermann. and with proceeds with a picturesque description of Jersey, and what renders it more distressing, Messrs. Lawrence and Sargent being- h-‘,
EBENEZER FARLEY, for Lincoln.
that all preceding Treaties. Lastly, the that other country so highly favored by na the two females had been to the city to pur and cheered, those Gentlemen adlfc
Porte does not hesitate to declare, that it ac ture, but widowed at present of its most il chase wedding clothes, and one of the two fe their constituents at some length, v/ith$J
ELIAS THOMAS, for Cumberland.
and independence>and with great effect ■ - ■
JOHN
for Somerset 4* Peno&seoL cepted the conditions of this peace only as a lustrious inhabitants, and desolated by the males, (both sisters) to be married to the full report of Mr. Sargent’s speech hasn’’ ed,
mask to conceal its intentions and .its prep unpitying ^aber of the Mussulmans.
young man who was drowned with them.
been received
but his ability to do Lan <
“ It was with Greece we ended as well as They all three were seen to sink together.
arations for a new war.—Scarcely is this re
State Convention in New-Hampshire.
markable confession made when the rights began our journey ; we had left her in disLieutenant Wolbert and Mr. John Thomp to the great cause he has espoused, is J qwlr
On Wednesday the Hth inst. at noon, a ofthe Russian flag are violated* the vessels tress, we found her full of hope and conn- son, jr. one of the Sheriff’s officers, pht off known.
Mr. Lawrence defended the AmpfJ •tiietr
Convention, ofthe friends bf the Administra which it covers detained, and the cargoes deuce ; after having conquered oppression, from Kaighn’s Point in about, and were in System,
and the advantages it must aS Be &
she
had
disarmed
indifference,
and
might
al

made
the
prey
of
a
rai
iacious
and
arbitrary
strumental
in
saving
three
of
the
men
from
tion washolden in the Representatives room.
drowning. Last night had been fixed upon Internal Improvements—fine vital b[OiJ tag O1
This spacious hall was amply filled, at tne government. Guv subjects found themselves ready reckon upon the Future.
“ Thanks to the politeness of M. de Kigny, for the celebration of the nuptials of the two Pennsylvania,—with zeal and iiiteTigtijJ to ai r
hour assigned, bv citizens from every part of compelled to break their oath or leave witiiHe then said,
the state. Andrew Peirce of Dover was .out delay a hostile country ; the Bosphorus the cQnqueror of Navarino, we visited this persons that were betrothed.
“ Under the existing able AdministratJ overva
called to the chair, and Samuel D Bell of is closed, our trade annihilated. Our South fine country m national vessels, treated as
we
have all the,, advantages
can desire, : Le
Ch-ester, was appointed Secretary. . I he ob ern Province, deprived of the only channel friends and’ brothers by our brave naval offi
MELANCHOLY.
Qur rights are respected; our interests Emp<
jects of the meeting having been briefly stat for the exportation of their, produce, are cers. Hydra showed us an entire communi
On Saturday last a most distressing accied bv the Chairman,—on motion of U m. threatened with incalculable injury. Nay, ty, which after having enriched its principal dant took place in this village, it is as painful moted ; our prosperity as a nation is ¿J Riga
Plumer Jr. a committee of twenty-four was more! at the moment when the Negotia citizens by commerce now subsisted upon to record as it was shocking to witness. '1 wo amplcd, and in the language of our worth Wars
annbmted to nominate candidates for Elec tions between Russia and Persia, are nearly their benevolence. At Poros, we found the promising lads, one named Benjamin Wal governor, “what biasings do we not JI
tors of President and Vice President of the concluded, a sudden change on the part o. Admiral ofthe Greek fleet, Miaulus, work worth Platt, the son of Lieiit. Platt, of U. S. which government can bestow.” From
United States. This committee consisted of the Persian Government checks the course ing in person like a common laborer, to re N^vy, about six years old ; the ocher named change we have nothing to liope,!
We
men who have ever been distinguished for of them. It soon appears that the Ottoman pair bis ship. We entered the modest dwell JohnTorry, about five years old, the son of could say we have nothing to fear. Ar Joan o
State,
Pennsylvania
has
attained
a
rank
to
ing
of
Canaris,
at
Egina,
andrsaw
that
in

Porte
exerts
itself
to
make
Persia
waver
by
their rigid adherence to correct principles.
Mr. Abbot 'Lorry of this place, fell into the
Jowinio
On motion of D. M, Christie of Dover, a promising powerful aid, arming in haste the trepid man as simple, as poor as he has al mill-dam on the east side of the river, behind indeed; a still higher destiny awaits her®
tlie <
committee office was appointed to prepare troops in the adjoining provinces, and pre ways been, desiring no reward, appearing at M?. Terry’s house, where it proceeds under less in an unguarded moment, she should Jan.
_an address to the people upon the subject of paring to support, by a threatening attack, no festivals, and limiting his ambition to he ground (the distance ot about 10 rods) to the an unnatural alliance with those, whosestt publis
still is to (Jestu
the Presidential election and also to report this treacherous, hostile language. This is roism. Fabvier in his peninsula of Metara flour-mill. It is supposed they were playing tied purpose has been, and and
-"LY ’ J; liaviîl:
resolutions, expressive of the _ sense ofthe the series of injuries of which 1 urkey has seemed to us like Robinson Crusoe on his on the brink, but it is uncertain how the ac the “ American System,” r"-'1 establish
been guilty from the conclusion of the Trea island, making bullets out of marble, mills cident first happened, as no one was present its ruins, a system of foreign depend»
Convention upon the same subject.
Th'
The Convention then adjourned to 6 o clock ty of Akermann, up to this day ; and this is from boards, and bread from roots, compen at the time; nor were they perceived until which must end in our total ruin.”
~
_ ' ! rope,
_______
He
then gave
the following sentimeht:.
in the evening-—when the first mentioned unhappily the fruit of the sacrifices, and the sating by fatigue for the absence of danger it was too late. The body of young Torry
“The Administrationsofthe Unitedih £
committee reported the following list of Elec- generous exertions by whichrRussia has in and hardly able to contain a soul of fire in a was taken out above the mill, but that of
cessantly endeavored to maintain peace with body of iron. At last sad Athens received us
Pennsylvania.-—Alike ift
in prJ W
Platt was carried with force and ve and - of„_____________________
°GFORGE SULLIVAN,.Exeter,
a neighboring nation. But all patjence has in the midst of her ruins. Still existing after Master
character
and policy;
tu— have
’
-------t
----/
;
they
fu]^
locity
under
the
wheel,
and
when
discovered
its limits: the honor of the Russian name— so many sieges, the victim of her triumphs below, presented a dismal and mangled spec our best expectations, and deserve ourutoii ftem
SAMUEL QUARLES, Ossipee,
the dignity of the Empire—the inviolability as well as of her misfortunes, she has no lon
SAMUEL SPARHAWK, Concord,
support.”
slieh
of our rights, and that of our national glory ger a single modern building, but she exists tacle T he remains of these youths were in
NAHUM PARKER, F’tzwilliam.
Mr. Sargent, at the close of his s»i
_have prescribed to us the bounds of it.
forever in her monuments which are yet terred the next- day, Sunday, and were fol gave, “ The Friends ofthe Administrate jjoive1
THOMAS WOOLSON, Claremont,
lowed to the grave by a more numerous con
wlios<
WILLIAM BIXBY, Francestown,
“ It is not till after having weighed in their standing, like the genius of ages, which bar course, both male and female, than has often Dauphin county.—“ United, zealous
EPHRAIM H. MAHURIN, Columbia. Fullest extent the duties imposed on us by barism and ignorance may for a time make been witnessed. Between 4 and 500 persons ficient in a good cause—may their spirit« sofoi'uni
evi
. _
imperative necessity, and inspired with the captive, but can never destroy.
EZRA BARTLETT, Haverhill.
vadeGhe Statq, and their patriotic exaS pendt
“ On leaving this city, we wished to visit attended.—Plattsb urgh Rep ub.
The Committee consisting©!' Messrs. Sal greatest confidence in the justice of our
be every where imitated,\ until success4 ,tion,
the field of battle' of the last affair that took
crown their exertions, and Pennsylvaniapi S
ma Hale, Clement Storer, Wm. Plum cause,, that we have ordered an army to ad MONTREAL, JUNE 14.
place under the walls of Athens, in which
er Jr. Joshua Darling and James Bart vande under the Divine protection, against
her vote.in favor of the American System,“
inexperienced
chiefs,
in
an
open
plain,
com

GROWING
INTERIOR.
an
enemy
who
violates
the
most
sacred
obli

lett, reported sundry resolutions, expres
OTHER TOASTS.
manded
troops,
on
foot,
without
bayonets
It
will
be
seen
by
an
advertisement
that
gations
of
the
law
of
nations.
she ofthe sense of the Convention, upon the
the
Canada
Company
intend
settling,
with
all
“
The
Governor,
—[John A.ShuIze.Mu ?ecte
without
cannon,
without
support.
We
were
“
We
are
convinced
that
our
faithful
sub

approaching PresidentialI Ejection,
r-------undeviating
approbation of t!?,^ jfCtìi
cordial support of JOHN QuINCY AD jects will join with our prayers the most ar shown the Turkish battery, established at convenient speed, an extensive tract of firm and
< the National Admítete is fol
AMS and/RICHARD RUSH, for Presi dent wishes for the success of our enterprise,, the tomb of Philoppapus, which has robbed country between the shore of Lake Huron suresi and policy of
dent and Vice-President, and an address to and that they will implore the Almighty to• the columns of the Parthenoh of many large and the districts of Gore and London. The tion testifies his unqualified prefèren«i conta
out d
the People upon the same subject, which lend iiis support to our brave soldiers, and to> blocks. We were made to remark the most property of the Company in this part consists Prin ciples to Men.
The sentiment of Thomas Jefferson,- we!n
shed His div ine blessing on our armies, which advanced points which was reached by those of 1,000,000 acres, which being unobstructed
weie received and adopted.
osse
This address, and the accompanying reso are destined to defend our liberty, religion,, unfortunate Greeks who thought themselves with any reserves, isopen to unimpeded and “ Nothing has tended more to shakeinyœ Pperm
on the eve of entering the place, and stretch continuous settlement. This is reckoned by fidence in the stability of our free gira
lutions will be shortly printed and laid before and our beloved country.
notti
ed
fourth
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hands
towards
their
country

the
Company
the
most
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ment
than
the
attempt
to
elect
a
Milite
Given at St. Petersburg!!, the 14th (26th)
the public.
,
,
of April, in the year of our Lord 1828, men, when the Turkish cavalry, issuing from chases. It offers to emigrants, possessed of Chieftian* as an American President.” now
At the evening session, the meeting was ad
the ravine, made a horrible carnage among little or no capital an excellent opportunity
By Gen. A. Lacbck. [An old Senatom time,
and the third year of our reign.
dressed by Ichabod Bartlett His remarkthem. It was by following the long range oi of acquiring land, without paying down mon Representative in Congress.] The roe« nate,
(Signed)
_
“NICHOLAS.
embraced a general defence of the adminis
their unburied bodies that we arrived at the ey ; as they can purchase their lots by labor of Gen. Brown. A Military Chief that tt do?
(Countersigned) “The Vice Chancellor,
tration against the many and embittered at
years
“Count NESSELRODE.”, camp of Phalero, from which they nad sal ing on the works proposed to be undertaken shed the blood of War in Peace.
tacks of the opposition party. I hey flowed
lied. But let us throw a veil over this gloomy for the improvement of their neighborhood.
By Mr. Roberts. “ The opposition,-!!! the o
from a warm and ardent Yankee heart, ano
•were received with cheering approbation by From the Liverpool Mercury of May 15th. picture ; henceforward Greece is free, and This is a part of the country which until late the nature of all corrupt Combinations,', of be
cannot cease to be so. The principle ot po ly, was very little known.
contain from their origin the seeds of-tìtó my i
the a-sembled multitude. It is-hoped this
We can state,: upon the authority of a gen
they,
speedy dissolution.”
address will be printed with-the other pro tleman now in France, and who has good litical interference, is now about to restore a
By General Montgomery. John Q« Say t
ceedings of the contention -—ri he meeting means of information, that the French and people to the liberty which it has won by
MONSTROUS SERPENT.
encai
was further adjourned to Friday, for the com English Cabinets are generally considered to its courage, and which it will one day de
A rattle snake was killed a tew days ago, at Adams.—The bósom friénd of all ourta fern
pletjon of its business, when Mr. Bell, U S have a good understanding.as to the affairs of serve by its virtues ; and whatever may Hamilton, Harris County, Georgia, measur cratic Presidents.
The President was given in several ofe maki
Senator, addressed the meeting m defence cf Greece and Turkey ; but that there are be the wrongs done to the present gener ing 6$ feet long and 22-j inches in circumfer
his political course, and disproving the ca some bickerings on the score of the want of ation elsewhere, what enlightened man is ence—its mouth when expanded, was 6 inch toasts. The following were the senta Brus
there who does not wish well to the cause
of sòme of them. “ The best test of2 bono
lumnious tales disseminated by the Jackson
reciprocity in the commercial policy of the which unites itself to the heroic era of the es between the extremities—there were on merits, is that the Opposition darenotjnij main
papers against him and his friends.
ly seven rattles to the tail, the balance having
French
Government,
as
it
respects
the
late
human race, and for which, even in recent
•
N. H. Rep.
him by his works.”—Another, by an oldh A
liberal concessions of Mr. Huskisson. Ur years, so many heroes have fallen? What probably b£en lost in combat with some of mer.-—“ The President—wise, prudent»
gent remonstrances have been made by this traveller is there, above all, who does not his serpentine tribe.—When the snake was pure.—Why change him for a/f ilili Smy
the (
?
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
killed it had a large rabbit in its mouth, near
gentlemen, and it is now generally under
ish f
®
A general convention of the citizens of Ox stood that before ‘the next meeting of the think with delight, that one day, perhaps, a ly swallowed, which caused it to become an pokeF
Thé November Electoral Choice was à two
ford Congressional and Senatorial District, Chambers, the French Ministry will have happy and polished nation will receive him easy prey to its murderer. Three fangs
(agreeably to previous, public notice.) was ready for adoption a more liberal tariff. The upon this classic ground, will do its honors to were extracted and measured nearly two alluded to with anticipations of a favori Dan
holden at Paris, on the Hth day of June. manufactories are dull, the manufacturers him in the language of Homer, and will pre inches long. The rattle snake is very cow result, even in Pennsylvania, of the ti'bf put 1
tore
1828, at which the Hon. Elias Stowell, of bring unable to compete with the Lancashire serve unharmed what still remains ofthe ardly and acts always on the defensive ; but of the Administration.
whit
Paris, was chosen Chairman, and Timothy people ; but there is, notwithstanding, an im genius of Phidias and the glor^ of Pericles ?” ns bite is instant death when attacked by an
Note. *“ As much clamour has been? san
enemy .-¿-Columbus Ing.
——Howe, of Turner, Secretary.
proved spirit in the merchants, who risk
tered against the designation of Gen. Jack® Gra
The Convention then proceeded toreceive, more in exports than formerly. One of the
FR O M R IO JANEIR O.
as a “ Military Chieftain,” it may be i#| 350C
sort and count the votes, for Candidates for a conditions of the intended concessions in fa
Singular
Providence.
—
Mr.
Dyer,
a
coop

In the brig Plant, Mansfield, of Salem, ar
fios to state, that the copy-right ofthei the]
Member of Congress, from this District at vor of the British trade, is to be a reduction
er,
hearing
the
cry
of
a
child,
about
8
years
the next election, when the Hon. REUEL of the duties on French Brandies in England. rived at Boston on Friday evening from Rio old, which had fallen overboard at Eastport, pellation, thus applied, belongs to Mr. W1 bar!
WASH BURN,, of Livermore, was declared The warehouses in the south are overstock Janeiro, came passengers Capt, Jos. Adams, jumped into the water and was bringing it to ie ofthe Richmond Enquires— Centind ofti
twe
to be regularly designated, and the Conven ed and the merchants, who are influential, and Mr. Wm. H. F. Pedrick, of Salem. The the shore, when a boat from the English,
tion therefore Resolved unanimously to use will support the ministry in a liberal change latter gentleman was a prisoner of the Bra brig Nimrod came to him when he was near
The following convicts have been sente; men
zilians
ten
months,
and
in
irons,
and
made
first
all fair and honorable means Ao secure his of the tariff, if an opportunity is afforded them
ly exhausted and relieved him of his burden. ced by the Court of Common PleasihepM. nori
his escape in March last from St. Croix.
election to said office.
ent
term,
now
holden
in
this
town.
—
JW
He
returned
to
his
work,
and
when
the
lad
of getting rid of their stock—not otherwise.
Mr. P. informs that his brother, Mr. John
George , French, Esq. of Turner, and I am told, but I do not know how truly, that
William Bosvirt, for larceny, to ten mo# Ore
was brought to life, soon after, he was inform
the
Nath Ariel Howe, Esq., of Waterford, Mr. Huskisson acknowledges the justice of C, Pedrick, supercargo of the Am. schr. He-, ed that it was his oWn child I
imprisonment
in the State Prison.
ro, saw the body of Capt. Goodrich, of New
Al:
were then designated as suitable candidates this view of the subject.
John
Ford,
for
larceny,
to
five
years
ffl
N.
Y.
Ev.
Post.
buryport, formerly of brig Leopard, dead on
the
for Senators 'from this District at the next
finement
to
hard
labor
in
the
State
PraT
the beach.of St. Catharines a few days be
the
Senatorial election,.
This
man,
on
being
set
to
the
bar,
ew
life Preserver.—Ou Thursday there was answering to the charge against I®, Tin
fore he sailed. He had^one on. shore with
GREECE AND PALESTINE.
hat the dbir gs of this ConvenThenvo.
At a late meeting of the four Academies some prisoners in a boat and it is uncertain exhibited, at Merchants’ Hall, an apparatus Wherefore the jury was impannelled tor cig!
tion, be sig ie< by the Cha irman and Secredied m sue! i public papers, as which form the French Institute, M.de La whether they murdered him, or he was to preserve a. person from being drowned, quire whether he stood “ mute fraudaW leas
tary, and p
when thrown into the sea by shipwreck, or wilfully, and obstinately, or by the pt® ma:
s County, a’ id are friendly to borde read a very interesting paper, narrat drowned by the upsetting of the boat.
circulate in
The Buenos Ayrean privateer Cassador, the oversetting of a vessel; or to assist an deuce
ing some passages of his recent travels in the
the nations
and act of God,” and after proof a«! Diti
individual
in learning to swim. It was a bag, diet was
was
upset
in
the
river
Plate
while
being
ell, Chairman.
East. The New York Journal of Commerce
returned, “ that the prisoner s® r par
contains the following translation of a part of chased by a Brazilian man of war, the com said to be made of India Rubber, about three mute, fraudulently, wilfully, and obsts* tot
Y
Secretary.
• Timi
mander of which, when he saw the accident, feet long, and 6 or 8 inches in diameter, air ly,” which is tantamount to a plea of M 15tl
it.
Pre
After it is put round the
inhumanly hauled off, and left the crew of and water tight.
“Venality.” The- readers ofthe Laws
a conviction of the charges of the* Fie
After an introduction, full of warmth and the capsized vessel to perish..
person, under the arms, anddastened at the or
of the United States will find, that the of domestic details of the most touching sim
ment.
This
is
the
first
case
ofthe
It was said that the house of Tord* Frank breast, it is inflated by a small pipe, which is we have been informed, that ever occurs t
existing Congress have afforded the most plicity, M.de Laborde leads us to Rome, at a
ample evidence of their utter disbelief and period when religion displays 'all her pomp. & Co. had failed for a large amount, and it then stopped, and the bag retains its great in this county.
J
buoyancyK keeping the bead and shoulders
contempt of the numerous charges of ve The next year, the same spectacle awaits was feared’ that many others would follow.
Ihos. S. Blake, for assault and batter?,»^
Very' few American vessels in port. Busi out ot water, till the air is permitted to es sixty days imprisonment in the county p
nality and profusion which they have so him at Jerusalem, and the able traveller
cape.—Pal.
often heard made ’against the National Ex strikingly pourtrays the contrast exhibited ness dull.
and to recognize in the sum of 100 do»
The U. S. ship Macedonian, is now com
ecutive, by placing in the hands of The by the same ceremonies, in these tw’o cele
with surety or sureties in the like suM
Isle of Shoals.—These islands were lately keep the peace four months.
President, without restriction or instruc brated cities, of which one was the cradle, manded by Capt. Hoffman ; and the Boston
corvette,
with
Com.
Biddle
on
board,
lay
at
visited by two clergymen of New-Hampshire,
tions, and by an enactment of two hues and and the other has become the centre and the
Patrick O'Neil, for larceny, to pay
Montevideo. All the officers and crew were and it was found, from careful inquiry, that of $10.
a half, a quarter of a million of dollars, to principal seat of Christianity.
well.
—
Evening
Bulletin.
the number of inhabitants was 116, viz. on
be expended by him alone, in causing “to
John Ballard, for assault and battery,*
“ We passed the Holy week at Rome ; the
Gosport, or Star Island, 100; on Smutty imprisonment for the term of three iw
be made near the mouth of the Delaware year preceding^ we had made our arrange
Nose,
or
Haley
’
s
Island,
14
;
and
on
White,
Bay, a Breakwater!”—Cent.
in the county gaol, and recognize tokeep4!
ments so as to pass the same period at Jeru
MEXICO.
Light House Island, 2. They visited a peace for the term of two years. salem ; indeed, it is interesting to observe the
A letter to the Editors of the Baltimore or
school,
kept
by
Miss
Peabody,
in
which
were
From a Jackson paper published at Catts- contrast between these two great cities of the American from a friend at Tampico, under
kill, entitled the Green County Republican, Christian world on these solemn days; the Míate of 121h May says
“ A disturbance of 20 or 25 children, who appeared to have
Capital THizA-—Adeline Joy, agnit®
we select the following beautiful and well de advantage iS'all on the side of the “ Eternal rather a serious character took place a few been well instructed. The meeting house
served compliment to the
City.” At- Rome the people and the monu days ago at Zacatecas, at a mine belonging to was lately burnt. The sum of $450 is want years of age, was trie d at NbrridgewoA1“
ed to rebuild it.—Daily Adv.
recently before the Supreme Judicial I®’
“ U.S. Teleghaph.—The. paper publish ments surpass, or at least equal what is an English company. On the evening of the
for the murder of Warren Tayler, age«?'
ed at Washington; under the above title by brought to mind by. recollections of the past; 6th,,an express arrived from Mexico with
Mr. David Blakely, of Kortright, Delaware bout three years, the son of the per5®
Duff Green and Russel, Jarvis Iras no parallel at Jerusalem they fall much below it, they despatches for the Collector of this place;
for the scurrillity of its columns, and the fe enfeeble it, and strip it of ornament?; we as soon as he had finished^ their perusal, he co. N. Y. was killed on the 9th inst. Mr. B. whose family she resided as a domestic. *'
rocity of its nature, in the history of our poli would gladly separate what we see from remarked, “ if I were an Englishman 1 would and another person had .felled one tree, which Court assigned Messrs. Greenleaf ano r
tics. And it is not a little remarkable, that what we remember. The sovereign pontiff', shoot myself,”—and on the next morning, had fallen upon another*and while cutting telle, as her counsel. No other evident
so vile a thing, a libel upon civilization, and surrounded by his. clergy, and the faithful he was fool enough to blow out his own the latter„.the former rolled from itsjstump, her guilt than her own confession, extol,
struck Mr. B. on the head which it nearly from her several months after thee»
a disgrace to' our country, alike destitute of collected from all parts ofthe earth, giving brains.
death, was found, and the jury render
veracity and rcgardlessof the decencies and his benediction to the city and the world,
Pirates have made their appearance in the separated in two, and shockingly mangled
common courtesies of life, should have beet urbi et orbi, from the greatest monument of Bay of Honduras—-but their depredations his leg and thigh. He was in his 40th year, verdict of acquittal.
and has left a wife and many children.
adopted as the organ of the Jackson party, the genius of man, while the immense crowd have as yet been unimportant.
Exetei' Bank.—The sum of whiebji*
and receive the j * ronage of so dignified a is prostrated below in awful silence, all this
Heavy exactionshave been made on For
bears a character of greatness, of solemnity, eign merchants by the government of Gautebody as theSCnate of the United States.
On Thursday, a violent thunder storm was bank was lately fobbed was$12,000 insF;
which is not found at Jerusalem. The holy mala ; from which Americans alone have experienced at New-York. Two houses in and $18,000 in bills. A liberal, re waij
Col Pepper, a Jacksonian, is a candidate places there are under the guard of poor been exempt. In the only instance attempt Morton-street were struck by lightning and been offered for the- detection ofthe
monks Ui
of an
all avvvo,
sects, taken
for Lieutenant Governor in Indiana. All the Itiuiia.3
laavn from
nuui the
me inferior
lincimi etl,
1081 is
IS UpQU
V. niCIiarUSI
ed, that
upon aa IVI
Mr.
Richardson of R. Isl- considerably injured, and a female received and provision made at the Bank for«iy
ranks of society, very worthy people doubt-1 and^-he. resisted it successfully.
kui/ezine seems on his side.
seme injury, borne other damage was done. deniption of all the bills.
w
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of April, and at Carthagena on the 1st of
May. Every thing was quiet on the Main—■
NATIONAL CELEBRATION.
the recent attempt at revolution in the latter
place was then put down, and the alleged
York, ss. F^IAKEN On Execution,
The citizens of York, will celebrate
’ at
23, 1328. leader of it (PediUo)sem to Bogota for trial. the approaching anniversary of their
I TION, on A will be*soldat F
Monday,.the twenty-ei
He was charged with holding secret commu National Independence in a manner be
July next , at two o’clock in the ;
111
affords u;l BY LAS,i eVening s southern mail.
nication with Hayti.
front
of
tf
STENTS
ie
Post Office in South
coming
the
occasion.
A
procession
will
The convention for the formation of a new
oini 1
LATEST FROM FRANCE?
All the right ih < quity which 'John Heard,
be
formed
at
half
past
ten
o
’
clock,
and
Constitution
for
Colombia,
was
in
session,
and
Paris and Havre papers to the 15th of
of South Berwick , in said Cbounty, has to rehad made little or ño progress in their labors.
deem the farm Cv ith the bi lildings thereon^
Mle(Kay, inclusive, have been received at N. There was much speculation and no little proceed to the Rev. Mr. Dowe’s Meet
ing
house,
where
an
Oration
will
be
pro

on which he now lives, situaiited in said Southork,—They do not add much to our anxiety as to the result of their delibera- '
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 28.
Berwick, and bounded as foillows, viz : Northock of information relative to the affairs tions. The main question would be whether nounced by Dr. Jere. S. PffTNÀMj after
entered
.
erly by Da tiiel and Samuel Page’s land i
Bolivar should be made Dictator simply, or which the procession will proceed to thè
[* Greece.
June
23
—
¿brig
Orestes,
Nason,
Neweasterly
by Wells line, southerly by land of
whether he should be invested with the pow Court House and partake of an enter York, in ballast.
John Allen, Siuieon Brock and Benjamin
The Gazette de France of the 14th, er of naming his successor—he had left Bo- •
tainment prepared for the occasion.
24—brig Byron, Emery, Boston.
Hasty; and Westerly by land belonging to
iys, “ The Russian armies have crossed gota and was in the neighbourhood of Ocana. ,Citizens of the neighbouring towns, de
Jacob Steve: is, Willian Brown, Andrew
CLEARED.
ie Truth—they will cross the Danube, There was little doubt but'that the Libera sirous of participating in the festivities of
Austin arid William Jc7J contai
June 24—brig Agenoria, Cole, Hayti.
l)resided attlijpd are now in full march for Constanti- tor would successfully encounter the opposi- 1
Hundred dnd sixty acres irio:re or less, the
28-—brig Carroll, Smith, West Indies.
day are respectfully invited to join.
tion to his views of Santandar, and his party, the
1
Sr’Sli.Da**
same being urider the èiïcurirbrantè of a
jple.
3P^e* Instead
Ins*ead of 40,000
40,0D0 men who would who favor more republican doctrines—if
MEMORANDA.
Tickets
not
to exceed $1 may be had
,e Statet"n,.ilLve been sufficient to invade Wallachia necessary, the military were prepared to de- •
Saco, June 20—Ar. sch. Norway, Em Mortgage Deed’.
'»»*• o.r¿
at Capt. David Wilcox’s Tavern, or the
Conditions to be made known at the tim£
.^■•4 id Moldavia, 250,000 are in motFon. mand a specific representation in the con- .
mons, New-York ; 21st, schs. Henry, Eme
lce aadSámr
ry, do,; Saco, March, do. ; 22d, sell. Hope and place of Saib.
..¡tleii he Black Sea is covered with vessels. vention.
, 'Store of Mr. Samuel Lunt.
.those Deutle^,
Sc Phebe, Harding, Providence; 24th, sch. RICHARD SHAPLEIGH; D. Sheriff
From Carthagena the Falmouth sailed for
<syt some leiuy'dessa is filled with provisions and warBerwick, Junh 25th, 1828.
Truxillo and Omoa, which latter place she
Mr. Remich—It is understood that the Mary, Perkins, New-York.—SnzZed, 20th,
.v’’\^ike implements. The sword is unsheath- reached on the 16th ult. At Truxillo were ;following ode was composed to be- sung at sch. Two Sisters, Bangs, Providence ; 21st,
. a!Vnt’srW 1, ..and at the head quarters of the Bus the American brigs Carib and Hebe, and the Kittery,
on the 4th of July next, at their schs. Lucinda, Patterson, New Bedford; Ris
-bltt ’nsabg
electioneering celebration and you ing Sun, Emery, New-York.
.
an commander4n-chief alone must the Albion left at Omoa three American vessels, Jackson
lse
please to give it a place in your paper.
’
Ar. at Salem, 19th, sch. Saco, March, of
'urks acknowledge their submission to the Moro, the Constantia, and the Cobossee will
Our shipping and their cargoes had
Q. Biddeford, 6 ds. from New-York.
EEP constantly supplied with every
’Ce defended tbi ie treaty of Akerman; to the treaty of Contee.
been visited by any of the vexations
This day doth blessings bring,
Sailed from Bremen, 6th ult. brig Florida,
description of SHAKER WARE,
- ^vantages le 6th July, and to the promise of pay- not
which it had been previously thought the un
Now we will shout and sing
Blaisdell, of this port, for New-Orleans.
Such as Woollen and Linrien Wheels ;
veinent^tiie w ig rhe expense of the war, if they wish settled political condition of the country
Brave Jackson for our king,
The ship Mordecai, Hill, and brig Syren, Selves; Mortals; Noggins; Brooms;
•wlt-hzèalaMi(ìj
> arrest the torrent which threatens to would subject them to. The civil war in
Fernaid, of Saco, ar. at Petersburg!», previous Sugar-Boxes; Dry Measures;
For He’s our Hero.
Central
America
(if
the
Federation
may
be
to the 13th.
Wooden Bowls; Joiner’s Bench’Screws;
existing a|j|e^ verwhelm them.”
Our Fathers fought and bled,
said to have an existence.) was raging with
At New-Orleans, 31 st ult. ship Delos, Pails; Churns; Cheese-Tubs ;
Letters from Vienna state that the unabated rancour between the Guatemaleadvantages
But most of them are dead,
Bragdon;;of this port, for Gibraltar, loading Keelers; Tubs ; &c. &c. which they sell al
respected;
Imperor of Russia had passed through ans or Centralists on the one pan, and the
As we’ve little now to dread,
the Shaker wholesale prices.
'sPerifyaUoati tiga on the 23d of April, on his way to St. Salvadoreans Or Liberalistson the other—
We’ll crown our Htero.
June 28.
the langm
the
former
styling
themselves
the
friends
of
at biasings dow, Far Sa#»
A
Hero
of
two
wars,
order and religion, the latter the friends of
On live 4th bi July,
He’ll give us martial laws,
can bestow"
the Constitution,—President Arzq had re~
v
„.Z , ss
ce . FB1AKEN
cm Execution,
to.
York
jg_ tQ be sold
at PuBLIGand
Auc
FROM GIBRALTAR.
•e nothing to k
And we’ll support his cause
-fWJD REFRESHMENTS will be fursigned ; the prelude to his resignation was
are indebted
to Mr, Topliff for the the dismission by menaces and force of the
have nothingWe
__________
,
For he’s our Herd.
tion, on Monday, the twenty-eighth day of “ jSf nislied on GOOCH’S BEACH for the
ania has attainejaban of Gibraltar papers to May 10. The fol- officer
(
July next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at accommodation of those who may visit that
whom the President had appointed to
'i;;iiei’ destiny»Twing paper, purporting to be a speech of the
(
Charles Dickinson the brave
the house of the subscriber in Alfred—All agreeable resort.—»Pleasure Boatswill also fie
command of the Guatemaltican army.
•tiedmoment,.-..he Grand Sultan Mahmoud, in his Divan, This
.
Found an untimely grave,
the right, title and interest which Simeon provided at th;e same place, for those who
violence was practised by the other mil
iance with tlJan. 26, but of quite doubtful authority, isbitary chiefs, disdaining the authority of the
No mortal power could save
Chadbourn, jun. of Shapleigh, in said cotm- may wish to make an excursion on the water.
s been, and stillisi uklished under date
Malta, April 2, as :Federation, and declaring that they acted as
From our brave Hero.
Kennebunk-port, June 26,1828
tv, has to redeem the following described rei fivstenij’andJaving been in circulation at Alexandria
;il estate, situate in Lyman, in said county, it
State officers. The States of Honduras and
Poor Harris he did die,
•tern of foreignÌF '
Bos' Dai’jidv*
'Costa Rica were quiet—Nicaràgua was con
being the homestead farm of Simeon Chad
The balls at him did fly,
in our total ruin."' ’The Franks covet our possessions in Eu- vulsed by internal factions. By the latest ac
bourn, sen. and on which he now lives, and
’
Twas
vain
for
him
to
cry
: the foliowin>r Jooe. and will sooner or later compel us to counts
,
which was conveyed to said Simeon Chad
at Omoa, an undecisive battle had
AID to be equal, if not superior to the
To
our
stout
Hero.
bourn, jun. by deeds duly recorded. Also, £¿7 much celebrated Turkey Oil Stones—
istrationsofthAiifeireat int0 Asia> Th’s we should h?ve been been fought between the cities of Guatemala
one
other
tract
of
land,
situate
in
Watefborvania— Alt.■'Obliged to do, twenty years before I mount- and St. Salvador—posterior to which the
for sále by
PALMER & MILLER.
And Woods a Soldier bold
ough, in said county, containing thirty-six
nolicv- k AM the throne of my ancestors, had it been Salvadoreans had received an increase of
June 28.
______ ________
Was shot in blood so cold,
MalMssible to divide Constantinople among 1500 troops, which made them the more pow
acres,
more
or
less,
lying
on
both
sides
of
the
Oh ! let it not be told,
lUOUS>ancl«uhem . but, like a beautiful female captive, erful in numerical strength.
~A~PLEASANT
REMEDY
FOR
road
leading
from
Alfred
to
Buxton,
bound

To shame our Hero I
ed by land of John Conant, Job Roberts and
'There was much diversity of opinion on
at tho rU fjhe has. remained unviolated, while in the
others. The above described tracts are under
lends Attui; ■bower of banditti. They cannot yet agree the coast, as to the time and manner in which
Ye brave veterans hark !
- JImt ¿a Vhose prize she is to be ; but a state of things the war would terminate. The Liberalists
the encumbrance of a mortgage to Thomas
Tho’ Jackson’s deeds are dark,
t uted,nnpreGedented in history, cannot endure. were commanded, by Merino, who has seen
Jewett, of South-Berwick, recorded on the IffT has been known for years, that the AL
Yet he can make his mark,
101st page of the 119th book of York County JL bion Corn Plaster, affords immediate
u,7niil-1 tefoi ever. Like our holy prophet’s coffin, sus- much service in the Colombian army. Mr.
Like a brave Hero.
records. Also, all bis right, title and interest relief, and effects a certain cute for Corns.
?
, ^pended in the air by equal powers of attrac- Canas had retired from the cabinet in disgust
- inntati.tl,\iiatilSbon, tbe least defect in the equilibrium will to the neighborhood of St. Salvador. Arze
To onr Idol let us bow.
jn Sc to one fifth part of certain real estate situ By its application according to accompany
And make a solemn vow,
ate in Shapleigh andNewfield, in said county, ing directions, the Corn is softened, attenuat
• i?;8’ a *rbrmg my empire in Europe to the ground, was at old Guatemala, but narrowly watch
i otthe.Amena^Y-e are' most assuredly living in the age ed—in fact little else than a prisoner at large.
That we’ll support him now,
consisting of farming and timber lands, with ed, and drawn ou^ by the foots, Without the
For he’s our Hero.
dwelling house, Store, Saw-mill, and Grist least pain, or any of the trouble, and danger
ther toasts, when this most deplorable event is to be ex- The Chief of the Centralists is Ayceneua,
mill and other buildings thereon, containing attending the hazardous and ineffectual prac
nor,--[J()hnA.Siiipected, for it has been foretold. The insur- who is at the head of the old Noblesse, and
To
Portland
we
did
send,
in the whole, by estimation, about one thous tice of extracting the Corn by mere cutting.
iatingapprobaiitfectUn of the Greeks was its precursor. It backed by the higher order of the Clergy.
'The following instance, from many others
To
get
a
learned
friend,
and acres, and it comprehends the Allen
• of the Nationiw followed by thè treaty of London^ wfiicn It is Mr. K’s decided opinion, whatever tem
Who might assistance lend,
Farm, the Bachelder Gore, the Shaker Lof, of a similar character, sufficiently attest to
is unqualified j^ontainMemandsthat we cannot grant with- porary success may attend the army of the
To extol our Hero.
the Newburyport Bank Lot, the Laighton the superiority of the Albion Corn Plaster.
len. *
out disgrace and dishonor. With dishonour Centralists, that in the end they must fail—
Lot, and the property usually known and dis
Certificate.—To those afflicted with
■nt of Thomailfwe may purchase a few years of an uncertain that they have no master spirit to conduct
But he could not attend,
tinguished as belonging to the Balch Mill Corns on their feet, Ido certify, that I have
ended more to ¡¿possession ; but we can have no prospect ot a them through safely, whilst the spirit of the
Or would not condescend,
owners.
Also,
all
his
interest
in
the
real
es

used
the Albion Corn Plaster, with complete
stability of ow -permanent and peaceful en joy meat Let us age and of the people is against them—that
His course this way to bend
tate at a place called Scratch Corner, in success. Before I had used one box, it cbmattenne to
then seek to put off the evil day ; but that they have a penchant for exploded prin
To support our Hero.*
Waterborough, and recently occupied by pletely cured a Corn which had troubled me
n American Pi#50 w ’‘«ake the stand which, in a very short ciples, and are controled by unwise counsels
John Chadbourn, now by D. Roberts, Esq. for many years. I make this public for the
,acock f Anoldttinne, it will not be in our power to procrasti- —that they are vainly striving to uphold doc
But Dennett has taken a stand
in Coniess. ¿nate- What can the Enghsh and French trines which they are too weak either to en
and is under the encumbrance of a mortgage benefit of those afflictéd with this painfuF
Among our noble band,
to 'Thomas Jewett, of South Berwick and re complaint.
■\MilLrvCF10’ Burn our capital? Every twenty force er àbandon. The Albion left Omoa on
Well may we clap our hands
corded on 222d page of 126th book of York
(Signed)
WM.SHAW.
f irarinpffif years it is burnt down from one end to the 17th, and English Key 22d ult,
And shout, our Hero.
Flushing,Long Island, Feb.28;
County records.
rts “Tliihe other. Thev have*therefore no hope
BENJA. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
* As was predicted in a communication in
(Price 50 cents a box.)
11 ‘corn nt c £bf bending our will, but by a Russian arNew-York, juñe 21.
Alfred, June 19,1828.
the last Gazette Mr. Anderson has refused
TL1 Prepared from the original Recipe
heir oréinilnMv at the gates of Constantinople. Will
Important from Central America.
§n they, and will the Austrians consent to that ?
MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Coñway, by" F/
Our attentive correspondents of the to deliver the Jackson Oration at Kittery on
the 4th of July next.—It is understood that
KIDDER, his immediate successor and the
v
. a. oSav
they will. Suppose them'at
this only
mement
bSSd
^^pedatTopana.
We shall
suf- Charleston City Gazette, have furnished us an Oration is to be delivered by John Fair-1
sole proprietor. For sale wholesale, (with all
bosom niendou.ifer now what we must suffer soon> we will with the following interesting intelligence, field Esq. of Saco.
the
other Conway Medicines) at his Count
v
- (¡¡¡TD) AKEN on Executions all the
which they have received from the office of
ing
Room over No. 70, Court-street, corner
• „„.make a glorious resistance ! we will retreat to the Savannah Republican. We áre also in
York, ss.
right in equity which Sam
it was given»«
Adena, Aleppo, Damascus; but the
uel Drew, of Shapleigh, in said County of of Hanover-street, and at retail, by his spe
“owl”?ir*hononr of ^lamisn.,' ànd the Califat shall re- debted to our correspondents of the Phila
Mrs. Murray, will commence her Sec York, has to redeem the undivided half part cial appointment, by
delphia
Gazette
for
sending
us
the
same
in

he'OpplLÌmainu”iraPa'retl'.
.
f. „
.. de
ond Quarter, for the instruction of Young i of a certain tract or parcel of land lying in
JOHN LILLIE. Ketinebunk, and
telligence from another source.
Wfe have already mentioned the arrival of Ladies, in this village, on Thursday, the 10th said Shapleigh, and bounded on the road
JAMES D. DOWNING,
:5.”-AnotlMÀi A narrative is given from the Com ler de
leading from Lebanon to Milton Mills, and
'resident-wise,¡(Smyrna, of the abandonment of the seige of Judge Rochester, at Savannah. The Albion. of July next.
Kennebunk-Pori*
by
lands
lately
belonging
to
Love
Roberts,
iange him fon the castle of Scio by the Greeks A 1 ui k- also brought advices that the Government of
%*Observe none are genuine without the
Asa
Drew,
Luther
Godding,
Winthrop
Hil

&
ish fleet, consisting of one frigate of 50 guns, Central America, is virtually dissolved. The
ton and others, containing one hundred and written signature of T. KIDDER, on the out
er ElectoralCfe two corvettes, four, brigs, sailed from the civil w ar continues, but the seat of it is changed
seventy-five acres, more or less, and is the side printed wrapper.
auuciSiUi Dardanelles March 5, but ,t was obliged to from Guatemala to St. Salvador. The latter
homestead farm of the said Samuel Drew,
'ennsv?«ànii«fÌPutback- It sailed again, and appeared be- power has increased its army 1500 men, and
and Benjamin Drew. And the said Samuel
S
Le Scio on the 12th, and three Greek brigs has at present the ascendancy. A battle was
Drew’s right in equity to the undivided half
which wereblockadingthe channel fled. Has- lately fought at Chalchuape—both sides
of sajd farm will be sold at Public Vendue
much clamoirt san Pacha of Smyrna, and the Selictar of the claimed the victory. 'The priests have orig
FMIAKEN1 on Execution and
at the store of Moses Rollins, in Lebanon, xr
•SSfe Grand Vizir, who had prepared a body of inated the opposition to liberal principles.
will be sold at Public Auc
in said County, on Saturday, the twenty-sixth York, ss.
e.uesignal»» 3500 troops on the Asiatic
Asiatic coast,
coast, as
as soon
soon as
as The only functionary remaining in the coun
tion, at the Store of John Storer & Co. in
day
of
July
next,
at
three
o
’
clock
afternoon.
they perceived the arrival of the fleet, em
Sanford, on Saturday, the 26th, day of July
at the copy-i^ barked the troops in boats, and ir^the space try was the Minister from Colombia, and
Conditions made known at the sale.
would shortly remove.
o
1828, at four of the clock P. M. all the right
pplied, belongslw of twenty hours, principally in the night be heBolivar
CALEB
EMERY,
Dep.
Sheriff.
MARRIED
—
In
Sanford,
on
the
15th
inst.
with some troops, was within u0
of redemption which William
and Enquirerrfe tween the 12th and 13th, the whole 3500 miles of Ocana, where the convention was by Elder John Chadbourne, Mr. Berrach
Jun e 19,1828. in equity
___________________
Paul, of Sanford, has to redeem the follow
men joined the garrison in the castle. I he in session. This is the constitutional dis Kimball, of Wells,to Mrs. Eunice Little
ing described mortgaged real Estate, situated
; convicts liavefe first companies which disembarked to the tance prescribed. Although at present it is field, ot Kennebunk.
in said Sanford, bounded as follows, viz. Be-,
In Buxton, 10th inst. Mr. Moses Small, of
•tof Common fb north of the castle were borne down by the supposed that there are in the convention a
at Mousom River on the S. E. side of
AKEN on Execution, and will be sold at ginning
)lden in thistort*: Greek batteries, who kept up their fire until majority opposed to Bolivar’s views, still it is Limington, to Miss Hannah E. Jose, of the
the road leading from Powers’ Tavern ink
Public Auction, on Saturday, the Sanford to Alfred, and runs S. E. by said
irt, for larcenp* the moment the Turks entered the castle. thought they will be brought over to his former place.—12th ult. Mr. Josiah Jose, jun.
26th day of July next,-—All the right River
in
i the State?* A landing was then made to the south where measures. His object is supposed to be not to Miss Mary G. Rice, both of B.
to Lands of William Moulton, thence
In Hollis, 22d inst. Mr. Andrew McKGi- equity which Leonard
has to redeem N. E. to Lands owned by a Mr. Day, thence
ir larceny, tofivey the ground was protected by the guns from only appointed Dictator for life, butto estab
ny,
of
Saco,
to
Mis
Sophia
Foss,
of
H.
the
following
described
real
estate,
situate
1 labor in the the
Vll,v castle. On
.. ........
the
.......
morning of the 14th the lish an hereditary succession. The first
N.
W.
to Land of John Powers, thence by
In Biddeford, 17th inst. Mr. Richard Mi at the Gieat Falls village, in Berwick, on the said Powers
:ing set to the» 'Turks made «,
a ________
sortie, The Greeks on the might be easily obtained—-the success of the
’ Land and the road to the placq
nor,
to
Miss
Priscilla
Frost.
—
22d,
Mr,
Wil

road
leading
from
Great
Falls
to
Lebanon,
previous had abandoned their positions, latter is doubtful.
he charge $ night
’
begun at, containing about sixty-five acres;
and
bounded
as
follows
-.
—
beginning
on
said
liam
Joy,
„to
Miss
Pollina
Goldthwaite,
leaving
their
guns
behind,
and
set
fire
to
fopr
jury was impa*
with the Buildings thereon, under the encum
1r Wallington, Capt. John Peabody, son road twenty-six feet from Nathan Butler’s
CUBA.
e stood “ mute w magazines containing provisions and ammhbrance of a Mortgage to William Emery, jum
of
the
late
Gen.
P.
of
Newburyport,
to'Miss
Store
and
running
northerly
twenty-eight
Tiition.
—
They
took
a
position
on
the
western
A
gentleman
passenger,
arrived
on'Thurs

stinatelv, of
of Sanford, aforesaid.
God,”andaft^ part of the island. The inhabitants also fled day in the brig Peter Remsen, 10 days from Amelia Humphreys Cathcart, daughter of feet on said road, thence easterly by land of WILLIAM EMERY, jun. Dep. Sheriff
d, “ that the to the western part of the island, and on the Havana, informs us that it was a time of most James L. C. for many years U. S. Consul at Parks & Harris fifty six feet, thence south
Sanford, June 14th, 1828.
erly by land of said Parks & Harris twenty
Jy, Wilfully. ® 15th many of them were taken oft by the distressing drought in the island. He had Algiers, See.
In New Durham, N. H. Mn Ichabod Cor eight 'feet, thence westerly by land of-said
itamounttoapb1 French ship of war Trident, and frigate just come from the interior, where there had
f the chargeso Fleur de Lys. Those who remained were m been no rain for a very long time—the whole son, aged 60, to Miss Sally Ford, aged 27 Parks & Harris, fifty-six feet to the point be
wretched condition, the infirm, women and surface of the country was completely parch years and 6 months, after a courtship of 7 gan at. Sale on the premises.
he first cased«
by virtue of an Exe-J
Conditions made known at the time and York, ss. FliAKEN
formed, that e®1 children dying of hunger on the shore, lhe ed, so that there was scarcely a green thing years.
g
cution and will be sold at
In
Stokes
county,
Con.
Mk
Peter
Johnson,
place
of
sale.
Turks made no pursuit. 1 he 1 urkish fleet tobe seen. The crops were nearly all cut
Public Vendue, front of the Post Office
GRENVILLE C, WALLINGFORD,
. for assault^f on tliehightof the 13th withdrew from Scio, off, and nothing was left to the planters but aged 49, to Miss Mary Eakse, aged 21. By
in Kennebunk, in said county, on Monday
D.
Sheriff.
this
marriage
she
has
become
the
step
moth

and
afterwards
anchored
safely
at
the
JJarthe
most
distressing
apprehensions.
They
/oumentinthejj
the 21st day of July next, at eleven o’clock
er of eleven, and the step grandmother of
Berwick, June 26, 1828.
in the sum of danelles. Admiral Miaulis, in the frigate were compelled to drive their cattle four or seven children.
in the forenoon—all the right, title and in
Hellas,
with
three
brigs,
one
fitted
up
as
a
five
leagues
in
some
parts
to
water.
•
¡reties in ttey
terest which Benjamin Day, ofsaid Kenne
fire ship, with Canaris on board, arrived m
- N. F. Journal of Commerce.
our months.
bunk, has to redeem the homestead farm on
the
waters
of
Scio,
on
the
morning
of
the
©BITU1XRZ.
/ forlarceCT
„
LSI AKEN by virtue of an Exe- which he now lives with the buildings there1
I 14th and went immediately ir. pursuit ot tlie
Appointments by the President.
York, ss. g|
cution and will be sold at on__the same being under the encumbrance
Turkish
fleet,
forcing
all
sail,
but
not
coming
J
ohn
A
dams
S
mith
,,
of
New
York,
to
be
for assault ■
Public Vendue, at the Store of Wheelwright ofaMOrtMY. WARREN. D.
in
sight
of
it
he
returned
to
Scio,
and
on
the
Secretary
of
Legation
at
Paris,
in
the
place
■ the term of “J
IF Bourne, in Wells, in said County, on Sat
Kennebunk, June 21st, 1828.
>1, andrecogff 16th resumed the blockade of the strait, be of Daniel Sheldon, deceased.
urday the 2d day of August next, at three
Charles S. Walsh, of Maryland, to be
en of two yea» tween Scio and the continent. Ihe lurks
o
’
clock
in
the
afternoon,
—
all
the
right,
title
on the island 6000 in number were without Secretary of Legation at Madrid, in the
and interest which Abraham & Ithamor
provisions. Fabvier and the Greek troops, place of John Adams Smith ; transferred to
Huston, of Sanford, have to redeem the
at
the date of this account, remained on the Paris.
-Adeline MJ
Homestead Farm on which they now live,
subscriber wants to purchase a good
tried 8tWg island.
Helwick Janson, of Norway, to be Con
with
the building thereon, the same being g
HORSE, for which a fair price will
DIED
—
In
this
town,
on
Tuesday
last,
af

—
--ie Supreme*
sul of the United States for the port of Ber
under the encumbrance of a mortgage to the be given, if offered immediately.
• WarrenljyJ
gen, in Norway, in the place of Henry Jan ter a long and painful illness, Mr. William late George W. Wallingford, Esq.
Central America and Colombia.
6
’
RALPH CURTIS.
S
afford
,
jun.
aged
27
years.
...
s
son° i
The Savannah Georgian states that the son, resigned.
June 20, 1828.
RICHARD
SMITH,
D. Sheriff.
Drowned,
in
Kennebunk
River,
m
this
John PVlis, of Malta, to be Consul of the
resided as
Cause of Mr. Rochester’s return from Gua
June 27.
leasts. Green temala was a conviction that, under existing United States for the Lland of Malta, in the town, on Saturday last, Edwin, son of Mr.
Jacob Kimball, aged 9 years.
;el No otM circumstances, the residence there of a di place of Joseph Pulis, resigned.
FOR SALE BY
In Lyman, May 21, Nathan Smith Esq.
■ own confess* plomatic agent from the United States, would
HE subscriber has just received from
59 years.
months aftd be not only useless, but impolitic, and that our
D. W. LORD & BS
The Hon. Albion K. Parris, has been aged
In
Danville,
Vt.
13th
inst.
Mr.
D
aniel
Boston,
I and the# consul there, Mr. Savage, will be able to ren appointed Judge of the Supreme Judicial
Ketmebunk-portg June 21, 1828.
, aged 42.
English, W. I and American
der all the services which the interests ot our Court of this State, vice William Pitt Preble, Remich
In Limerick, Miss Esther, daughter ot
onHE Unitarian Advòcatf^citiù Liber*
citizens there will require. The following who has been appointed one of the Commis
GOODS,
Mr.
James
Perkins,
aged
19.
.S.
ad Preacher, for June, áre ready tor
-The s”tf account of the state ot affairs in Colomoia sioners on the North Eastern Boundary.
which he will dispose of at low prices.
In
Newfield,
Mrs.
Nancy,
wife
ot
Mr.
and Central America, is published by the
....
Hon. Daniel Rose, has been appointed i John Garland.
He takes paper rags payable in goods at Subscribers, at
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Georgian on the authority of Mr. Rochester. Laud Agent, vice James Irish resigned.
cash prices.
ISA AC. FURBISH.
In
Kittery,
Mrs.
Abigail
Lambord,
aged
9o,
The U. S. sloop of war Falmouth, Capt.
Joel Miller. Esq. of St. George, has
May 9.
June 21.
More-an, arrived at Laguayra about the 20th i been appointed Warden of the State Prison. 1 widow of Mr. John Lambord, of Boston,

Sheriff’s Sale;

":l have &?**
? °t some of t ”“*i

» bills.

Shaker Ware.

PALMER & MIEIjERj

K

Sheriff’s Sale.

u
A

Hindostán^ Oil Stones.-

CORNS.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff’s Sale.

T

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff s Sale.

Horse Wanted,

NEW GOODS.

T

NEW

Y
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THE WREÂTE

NEW GOODS

New Goods—Pheap

HARD
AT WHOLESALEAND RETAIL.

C. J. FOLSOJI & CO

Gve enough, BodweU
Co.
AS JUST RECEIVED, and offers for ’
sale, Cheap for Cash or Country <JAVE received a large assortment of HAVE received by the ship Corvo.
from Liverpool, the remainder of then
JEi.
TOW GOOBS
Produce.
White and black Bobbinett Lace, 4-4 & 6-4 ; of
‘ all descriptions, which with their former Sri png supply of
stock they offer for sale at prices unusually
Swiss Muslins ; Footings ; Linnen Braids ;
vo:
low.
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
Linnen Twist;
37
1-2
which
makes
their
stock
very
extensive
and
A
large
assortment
of
Calicoes
from
9d.
to
No. 200 Cotton Ballsand Lace Thread ;
HEATON’S noted ITCH (J
worthy of the attention of purchasers:
30 cts.;
Clark’s superior Spool Floss ;
White and col’d Cambricks;
—AMONG WHICH MAT BE FOUND—
MENT, which has stCcd □
Ranyard’s Spool Cotton ;
” brown and black Linneus ;
Locks, Latches, Hinges, Screws, Saws and against all other ointment, the n 1
Hemming’s Needles;
Prom Blackwood's Magazine.
Blue Cassimeresand Broadcloths; mixed do. Plain and fig’d, book, Swiss and mull Mus Files of every size and description ; Eng. which has been reduced from 50 td
lins ;
Cast and Sheet Iron Teakettles ; Stew Pans, cents.
ADVICE TO THE YOUNG LADIES. American, English, and India Nankins ;
English and American Dimoties ;
Steelyards, Sad Irons, Ruffle Irons, Brass
Calicoes ; Ginghams ;
...ALSOi,,
BY JAS. HOGG.
”
”
”
Ginghams
;
Candlesticks aAd Lamps; Tea Trays, Stair
Colored and white Cambricks ; Linens ;
SHE that giveth heart away,
Dr.
Davenport's
Billion J OPI
Plain
and
plaid
Battiste
;
Rods;
an
extensive
assortment
of
Commode
Lawns ; Linen Cambricks ;
For the homage of a day,
Cambrick
Muslins;
Knobs
and
other
cabinet
trimmings,
8cc.
8ccMuslins; (Choppas;)
For the time these Pills have been nff I
To a downy dimpling chin,—
Linnen Qaiqbricks; Imitation do.;
They have likewise received a variety of to the public, the sale of them hasex3
Black silk and Bandana Hdkfs ; Cravats ;
Smile that tells the void within—
Mix
’
d
and
black
silk
Camblets
;
A
mer
i
'
can
M
anufactures
,
such
as
Brass
Ladies’ white cotton Hose ; Tapes ;
the most sanguine expectations oftb 1
Swaggering gaity and stays of steel-+
Mix’d Pongees;
Andirons, Looking Glasses, Pocket Books, prietor which may be fairly consi J
Black blue, buff and white Sewing Silks ;
Saucy head and sounding heel—
Black
and
col
’
d
Nankin
and
Canton
Crapes
;
Joiners
’
Bench
Screwsand
Bevils;
Hammers,
Twist;
Pins;
Quality
Bindings
;
Battistes;
.acknowledgement of their many virtues
Gives the gift of wo and weeping ;
Black, pink and yellow Italian do.;
T
Hatchets, Glue, Tacks and Brads, al! sizes ;
I White and black silk Gloves ;
They are very justly esteemed forJ
Gives a thing not worth the keeping >
” white, pink, blue and straw colored Clay Furnaces, Brushes of every description, mild and safe operation as a cathartic' ]
Blue,
buff,
and
pink
satin
Ribands
;
Gives a trifle—gives a toy.
Somei
press’d do.;
Training Guns and other articles too numer cases where one is. necessary-.
Fancy silk Hdkfs.; Black Lastings ;
. thetowi
Sweetest viands soonest cloy.
’
and col’d plain Silks ;
ous to particularize.
Dimolies; Rouen Cassimeres ;
safe, and sovereign remedy in all
1 accident
”
”
” fig’d do.;
Saco, Mav 21,________________ isewl2w.
French Drills'; Brown Cambricks;
Gains ! Good lord! what doth she gain ?
vers,
pains
in
the
head,
stcmach
and
botI
which I
Superior bl’k Levantine do. from 4-6d to 6s.
Wire Taste ; Cap Ribands ; Colonge ;
indigestion, loss of appetite,tlizzine^s 3 der’ed i
Years of sorrow and of pain ;
Feather and paper Fans ; Rattan; Thread ; Black and col’d Sattins, plain and fig’d ;
and billious cholic—they are hkewseJJ and as a
Cold neglect and words unkind ;
” and col’d Crape Dresses;
Buttons; Cotton Umbrellas; Parasols;
Qualms of body and of mind ;
tidote against infectious diseases,
”
”
”
” Shawls;
FH"1HE subscribers would inform the pub- obstructions of every kind by dissolwl. happy
Valencia Vestings; Black Levantines;
Gain^the curse that leaves her never :
to all ap
Black
silk
and
toilenett
Vestings;
Jl.
lie
that
they
have
entered
into
copart

Black Ribands ; Duck;
Gains the pang that lasts forever.
discharging the morbid matter, helpiS age. I
White and brown, French and English Dril nership, under the firm of
Canton and Nankin Crapes ; Padding ;
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—
them sei
And why ? Ah ! hath not reason shown it ? Pressed Crapes;
lings;
lief for costive habits. They are
GOWEPT &
; hide sc
Though the heart dares hardly own it,
Gentlemen §c ladies’real horse skin Gloves ; Engli h and French Cassinetts ;
and that they will transact business at the modatedto all seasons and hours,that'll «resign ti
Scotch Devries ; Grandarills ;
Well it traces love to be
Ladies’ Crayons and Drawing Pencils;
in summer or winteAt- deterr
Store lately occupied by s John Gowen, may be 4» taken
Black Sattin Hastings ;
The fruit of a forbidden tree ;
A
*A
_ JL
■ W to ¿fc
I
Indelible Ink ;
without
regard
in Shapleigh, where they intend keeping for time of the day,
Of woman’s wo the origin ;
Gamboge, Yellow Oker, and Prussian English and American Stripes ;
'Their^peyatZf
sale
a
general
assortment
of
hindrance
of
business.
Their
onerati^/driv
Patch
Furnitures
;
The apple of the primal sin ;
Blue, by the cake ;
gentle and effectual, that by experien J box at 1
English, JVest India Goods and are
The test of that angelic creature ;
Partridge's Preservative, iov chaises, Crape and gauze Mantles ;
found to excel any other physic U ways a ¡2
Black
and
fancy
silk
H
’
dkfs
;
The touchstone of her human nature ;
harness and shoes, a new and highly rec*
GROCERIES.
fore offered to the public.
* is an ob
Yellow, red & brown Bandanna and flag do.;
Which proved her, though of heavenly birth,
ommended article.
and
all
articles
usually
enquired
for
—
which
The
genuine are covered with a «L ographi*
Black and white kid and silk Gloves ;
An erring meteor of the earth.
Domestics.
Ladies’ and Gent, beaver and horse skin do.; will be sold at the lowest prices for Cash or plate, with the design of the Good Sama Jermust
view str
And what, by Heaven’s sovereign will,
Russia Sheeting ; Ravens Duck & Dowlas ; approved credit, Country Produce, and Lum tan, and the agents name thereon.
Yarns No. 7 to 16 ;
ber.
varying
Was trial once, is trial still;
Russia Diapers; Buckram and Padding ;
Knitting Cottons No. 17, 20 and 23 ;
—ALSO^
A litt
The smallest favors gratefully received.
It is the fruit that virgin’s eye
Yellow Nankins;
Cotton Batting ; Bed Ticks ;
JOHN GOWEN.
Wheaton^s Jaundice Bitten George
Can ne’er approach too cautiously ;
White, blue, green, pink and straw col’d
Check, Plaid and striped Ginghams ;
that he
IRA TEBBETS.
It is the fruit that virgin’s hand
Florences ;
Shirtings and Sheetings, bleached and un
37 1-2
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man, wi
Must never touch but on command
Millinetts ; Foundation Muslin ;
bleached ;
Davenports Celebrated Eye
stances,
Of parent, guardian, friends in common—
Jeans ; Ladies’ morocco walking SHOES ;
Superior white Cravats;
Approved both by man and woman !
Sattin, taffata, cap and garniture Ribbons;
Do. Strapped do.; Heeled Prunella do.;
A fresh supply of the above is kepthM orphan,
Else wo to her as maid or wife,
Silk and cotton Velvets ;
Springed heeled do.; Misses do.;
J. LILLIE—in Wells by N,ft i one sea;
gpHE undersigned Commissionersappoint- nebunkby
For all her days of mortal life ;
Cambist, lasting and gilt Buttons ;
Children’s do.
rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. Coe- of two y
ed
by
the
Judge
of
Probate
for
the
cy of tl
The curse falls heavy on her crime,
Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirtings ;
Gun Powder ;
county of York, to receive and examine the Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by theDn How he
And heavier wears by length of time ;
Superior
Bed
Tickings
;
Checks
;
Stripes
;
gists
in
Portland
and
Boston,
and
bystj
O. Hyson, Y. Hyson, 1
ag
And, as of future joys to reft her,
Black, blue, olive, claret, drab and mix’d claims against the estate of
persons in the principal townsffom^ at that ‘
H. Skin. 8c Souchong, 5 *
he appt
Upon her race that follows after.
DUDLEY GILMAN,
Broadcloths;
to Georgia.
Loaf, White, Ha- 7
after ha
late of Shapleigh, in said county, deceased,
Oct.
1,
1825.
eowty
vana
and
Brown
5
But oh I if prudence and discretion
a gentle
■ Cassimeres;
represented insolvent, hereby give notice to
Rice;
Cassia;
Allspice;
Mace;
Nutmegs;
Balk the forward inclination,
White, yellow, green and red Flannels;
the creditors of said estate, that six months
Cloves
;
Old
Whiskey
;
Cool the bosom, check the eye,
county I
Sattinetts ; Yarns ; Threads; Parasols ;
from the thirteenth day of May, 1828, are al
Holland and Arn. Gin ; St. Croix Rum ;
And guide the hand that binds the tie—
1 case cotton Umbrellas, from 24 to30 inch;
lowed them for bringing in their claims and npHE Subscribershaving been appoiJ comnioi
N. E. do.; Indigo ; Tobacco; Copperas ;
Then, then alone is love a^ treasure,
proving their debts ; and that the Commis
by the Hon. Jonas Clark,Judge oif: toiled t
Scythes ; Glass ; Snaiths ; Rakes ; Cigars ; Silk, cotton and bobbinett Laces ;
A blessing of unbounded measure,
Sewing Silks; Twist cotton Balls;
sioners will attend for the purposes aforesaid Probate for the County of York, Commisw. teenth ;
Figs ; Pipes ; Cotton ; Maccaboy Snuff ;
Which every pledge of love endears :
at the dwelling house of John Bodwell, in ers to receive and examine the claimsoft! briety, ;
Sweet Oil ; Clear Pork ; Starch ; Brandy Ladies Morocco and Kid walking Shoes ;
It buds with age and grows with years—
prietor
”
’*
” ” Ties and Slippers ; said town of Shapleigh, on the second Wed- several creditors of the estate of
Sperm Oil; Candles ;
As from the earth it points on high,
”
and Misses black and col’d Satin do. . nesdays of June next and the five following
4d, 6d, 8d, lOd, & 20d Nails; Cayenne ;
THOMAS
RICKER,
:employ
vTill its fair tendrils in the sky
” Children’s Morocco Bootees, &c. &c. months, from two to five o’clock in the after late of Berwick, deceased, represented im| ^5'?^
Allum; Soap; Ginger; Brooms;
Blossom in joy and ever will,
June 7.
noon pf said days respectively.
vent, and a further term of six months ha 7’ ,
And woman is an angel still.
Slates ; Quills; Slide Rules;
JOHN BODWELL, ? Commission- tended to said creditors tn bring in and pre?
.i
Brass Dividers ; Patent Saw Setts ;
SAMUEL HEARD, J
ers.
their claims,—we therefore give afurthen , e"f .
Stock Locks ; Sheep Shears ; Coffee Mills ;
Mav
28,1828.
[From the Nantucket Inquirer.]
(TpHE Subscribers have entered into Cotice that we shall attend that service ats
Shaving Boxes ; Cloth Brushes ;
Zlk partnership for the purpose of trade,
dwelling house of James Woodsum, in si prietor
COMFORTS OF AN EDITOR.
Shoe Brushes ; Head do.;
and will do business in this place under the
Berwick, on the last Saturday of May, Jib a blemi
1st. If he does not fill his paper with news Cotton, wool and cattle Cards ; Razors ;
name of
July and August next, from three towl Whe
of importance, whether there be any or not, Single and double bladed penknives ;
one ye?
! clock P. M. on each of said days.
it is condemned for not being what it pur Shoe Hammers ; Scissors ; Chest Locks ;
JOSEPH PRIME learned
ports to be—a newspaper.
Table Hinges ; Horse Rasps ; Files ;
They will settle and close any unsettled ac
WM. SMITH. ■ P(0PTi€
2nd. If he does not write in the style of a Latches ; Garden Rakes ; Butts and Screws ;
which
counts standing on the books of Barnabas WNFORMS his friends and customers that
Berwick, May 2d, 1828.
rigid moralist, he is charged with laxity of Patent Awls ; Razor Straps ;
was ar
Palmer, and respectfully solicit their friends JI. he has put his Machinery in good
principles.
Knives and Forks ; Carvers ;
whom
and the public generally to favor them with older for carding Wool and dressing Cloth,
3d. if he does not fill at least one column Plated Squares; Bittons; Curry Combs ;
sumed
their patronage.
every week with something laughable, his Paint Brushes ; Tea ;
and is now ready to receive Wool and Cloth ;
B__ .
BARNABAS PALMER.
folio is pronounced uninteresting.
Bristol Bricks for, cleaning knives ;
he intends to work as cheap for cash or pro
J. K. MILLER.
4th. If a public nuisance should exist, pub Bottle ink ; Brads ; Glue ; Bonnet Paper ;
duce as any one in this vicinity ; those who
States,
Kennebunk, May 31, 1828.
lic notice of it would offends and not to no Wallets ; Pod Augurs ; Trout Hooks;
wish can have their wool picked and oiled at
HHDS. good New Orleans
health,
tice it would be censured.
Common and Cast Steel plane Irons ;
his Card-room.
from n
5th. If he does not publish all the marria Cupboard Locks.
B. Barnabas Palmer, presents his
Kennebunk, May 28,1828.
Do. good New Orleans Rum; rived i
ges and deaths which occur “ in all the
Kennebunk, June 14.
grateful acknowledgments to his friends and
Bbls. Sugar ;
five mi
world for ten miles round,” whether he
others, many of whom during the fourteen
Bbls. Flour ;
that st
AS lett on Long W hart m this place,
hears of them or not, he is unfit for an Edit
years of his residence in this town, have fa
< Do Linseed Oil;
hatidk
some.years since ; the owner is re
^HARP Cider Vinegar and ground Mus- vored him with their uniform patronage—
ordollar,
quested to claim it or it will be sold to pay50 Bbls. Pork ;
,6th. If every paper does not contain a O tard, in small Pots, for Sale by
He would inform them that he has taken
50
Do.
Tar
;
"care:
goodly portion of Suicide, Horrid Murder,
JON A. STONE, Jr.
PALMER & MILLER.
Mr. J. K. MILLER, into copartnership the wharfage, See.
3000
Lbs.
Bar
Lead;
was se
Kennebunk-port, May 28, 1828.
and Melancholy Accidents, it is a dull, un
June 14._______________________________ with him, and it will be their object to merit
1OOO Bbls. Corn ;
ed her
welcome sheet.
a continuation of the patronage of his old cus
FISH,
IRON,
8cc.
had d(
7th. If half the gloomy transactions which
tomers and friends. All persons having un
same
occur are recorded, it is spurned as a vehicle
settled accounts with him are requested to WUST received one Case Ladies Leghorn
Mrs. 1
only of calamities.
Bonnets and Bolivar Hats, for Sale
NE pair of good second hand Iron bound have the same adjusted as speedily as possi50
Bhls.
good
White
Beam
gage,
Sth. If his paper contains advertisements,
ble._____________________________________ Cheap by
Ox Wheels.------ Enquire of
bowed
Kennebunk-port, May 15th, 1828.
the general reader murmurs; if it does not,
GREENOUGH, BODWELL 8c Co.
DANIEL WISE.
which
the man of business will not patronise it.
Kennebunk, June 5th, 1828,
May 31.
Our n
9th. If he publishes the laws of the State,
swagg
. old and young maids grumble; if he does
HAT excellent farm in Shap
who r
not, civilians frown.
leigh, known by the name of
a. MOOOT, ; them
10th. If he steei san impartial course, he
the ROGERS farm, and for sever- N the 13th inst. on the road leading
ILL take, at a discount for Grat I trast
from Wells to Alfred, a half box of
is said to be on the fence ; if he jumps off, he
_____ .Sal years past owned by Nahum
KENNEBECK BANK BILLS1’ rent, ■
riNHIS inveterate disease which has so long Morrill, Esq. of Wells, is offered for Sale on
Glass—the owner may have it by proving
is sure to be besmeared.
11th. If a dozen kind friends call on him -H~ baffled the art of the most experienced liberal terms—Said farm consists of upwards property and paying charges on application
the signature of E. T. Warren. wasu
by hi
while he is correcting his proof shbet, and Physicians, has at length found a sovereign of three hundred acres of good land, nearly to
Just received a quantity of
JAMES COU&ENS.
we nt
one error escapes detection, he is the biggest remedy in
Kennebunk, May 30, 1828.
one half of which has been for many years
Superfine
FLOUR,
sprun
blunderhead in the world.
under cultivation and is very productive,
DR.
LA
GRANGE'S
GENUINE
North
River
CORN,
gers ;
12th. If he is not at all times ready to
thirty to forty tons of Hay being usually
meet any demand, (.whether his subscribers
apre
cut on it yearly—The buildings consist of a
Ciear PORK.
]gTAROM the subscriber, John
noth
pay well or not,) he is not morally honest.
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met large two story dwelling House two large
Ji?
Drown,
an indented
May 17.
L
soon:
with more reluctance by the Physician, and barns (one nearly new) and other oht build
apprentice ; all persons are
was I
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